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Professor Henry Higgins (Ryan Hanning) interviews Eliza Doolittle (Venus Garcia) in a scene from HSU’s production of ‘Pygmalion.’
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Consortium selected
to provide funds for
CSU super-network
Wi Technology giants’
products will earn CSU
seal of approval from deal.
By Abigail Hudson-Crim
LUMBERJACK STAFF

ery faculty and staff member

in the

CSU system totals toabout 65,000
computers Cannon said. There is

also the need to update the technology every three years.
The cost for the on-campus infra-structure from 1998 to 2001
alone could be around $200 mil-

The CSU system is considering
a partnership with a consortium
consisting of four major conglom-

erates that, ifapproved, would begin next January.

ERIN CASSIDY, CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Officer Bill Schroeder, atop Rainmaker, and Sgt. Dennis Sousa, riding D.L. Kazmar, paused for a moment
in the UPD parking lot after their arrival at the press conference last Thursday.

‘Horsing around |

UPD promises patrol won’t be night-“mare”
The clickety-clack ofhorseshoes
on concrete will soon become a
familiar sound to students thanks
to the UPDs new mounted patrol.
D.L. Kazmar, an 8-year-old Arabian gelding and Rainmaker, a 23year-old Appaloosa gelding are the
two newest members tojoin UPD’s

ranks. They were introduced to

students, staffand faculty ata press
conference held Oct. 9 in the UPD
parking lot.
The idea for the mounted patrol
was suggested more than one year

HSU sued
By Heather Crosby
LUMBERJACK STAFF

—_

Roughly 60 faculty members in
the California State University
system’s “Faculty Early Retirement
Program” over age 70 are involved

in a lawsuit that the United States
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission filed on Sept. 30.
The commission stated ina press
release it “alleges that CSU System, including
HSU, has discrimi-

nated on account of age against
various professors who have participated in the program.

Faculty participatingin the program sign a contract which allows
them to retire early. collect full re-

tirement

benefits

and

continue

“We looked into it; we looked at

what it would take to do it.”
UPD discovered the horses
could be used fora variety of police
functions. Foster pointed out there
are many trails in the Community
Forest which are not patrolled very
well and are inaccessible by car or
bicycle.

nology Strategy which will connect and update the 23 campuses’

create some revenue strings (for

computing networks, creating the

the CSU system),” Cannon said.

Telecommunications

“Ifwe were to charge a student
technical fee it would be $300 to

Infrastruc-

ture Initiatives (TTI).
The TII consists of a baseline
intra-campus infrastructure, an integrated inter-campus network and

$400 a year inaddition
to (current)
fees,” he added.

access to hardware, software, train-

Kazmar and Rainmaker would
make it easier for officers to access

ing and support for all CSU stu-

nological structure we need. I’m

dents, faculty and staff.

the forest, as wellas some of the back

It willalso address the CSU problem of supplying up-to-date technology to students, faculty and staff.
“The whole network (CSU Net)
doesn’t have the capacity to carry
the load over the next few years,”

not saying it’s bad, just that it will
have a profound effect and 1s in-

alleys and smaller roads on campus.
Foster and Schroeder also said
the horses would be very beneficial to patrolling the campus parking lots.
“We've found that using the
horses in patrolling the parking lots
gave the officers a height advantage to where they could see over
the tops of cars ... much better than
they could ina car or ona

bicycle,”

Foster said.
“We didn’treally see the value at

See Patrol, page 7

Employment Act of 1967.”
Robert Brant, retired HSU fac-

said Bill Cannon, director of com-

puting and telecommunications.
The strategy’s vision ofan “anytime, anyplace” information and
mobile communications system 1s
impossible for the CSU system
without funding the partnership
would provide.
The goal of one computer for
every 10 students and one for ev-

to retire atage 70in 1995 butstated

| 400,000

Squires filed a charge of age discrimination against HSU and an
arbitrator filed in his favor. A private settlement was reached and
Squires is still teaching.
The commission investigated
Squires charge and concluded that
the program discriminated on the
basis of age against a class of individuals.”

in the press release that he was

| 350,000

“especially concerned” thatadministrators ignored his continuing requests to continue his career.

| 300,000

The commission seeks “compensation for class members who
were notallowed to continue teaching at age 70 and beyond.”
Itis also pursuing
an “injunctive
relief, enjoining the defendant, its
officers, successots, assigns and all

150,000

persons

in

active

concert

or

Mullery, chair of the academic

sen-

ate and associate professor of business and economics.

The partnership would have
three major functions. It would
provide a utility service, develop
an education/training brokering
cooperative and create an entity to
deliver commodity products and
SeIVICES .

The CSU baseline infra-structure would become
a utility service
See CETI, page 6

Characteristics

250,000
200,000 |
100,000

Pp iT

laid

ticipation with them, from engag:
ing in any discrimination
count of age.”

said Colleen

Fall Enrollment 1970 - 1996

ulty member and former chair of
the English department, was forced

credibly complex,”

Student Enrollment

1995 when he reached age 70.

The commision claims that
‘“*, .continued participationin FERP
has been explicitly limited to persons less than age 70, in violation of
. the federal Age Discrimination in

“The partnership can raise funds
to pay for the infra-structure and

“In theory this will provide us
with funding to maintain the tech-

or age discrimination
teaching part-time until age 70.
Larry Squires, HSU English
professor and program participant,
was forced to leave the program in

in sufficient time or amount.

on ac-

B80
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Chancellor Barry Munitz and
CSU campus presidents concluded in October 1996 that corporate partnerships would be
sought to build the system because
state honds would not be available
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ago, but plans were not solidified
until 8 months ago by Sgt. Dennis
Sousa
and
Officer
Roger
Schroeder. It wasn’t until midsummer that the mounted patrol
became a reality.
“The idea ofusing
the horses came
up,” ChiefofPolice Bob Foster said.

The CETI consortium is comprised of GTE, Fujitsu, Hughes
Communications and Microsoft.
It will fund the Integrated Tech-

lion, Cannon said.
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New club promotes unity

NORTHTOWN BOOKS

Alliance aims for soct al justice, freedom
By Melissa Barlow
LUMBERJACK

3®
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STAFF

A new club on campus has ad-

KEEPING THE INDEPENDENT BOOKSTORE
SPIRIT ALIVE ON THE NORTH COAST

ministrative

monkey

business

1

its cross hairs.
Progressive Alliance was created

New books & periodicals » Special orders

in early September as a group ef-

fort of different clubs and organizations on campus.
There are four key values that
the Progressive Alliance live by:

welcome at no extra charge. Open every day
with Friday evening hours til 9 p.m.
957 H ST. ARCATA * 707-822-2834

ye
he

an

ecology; social and economic justice; freedom and human rights:

ro

and democracy.
pnts who
of stude
“Wearea grou
are taking action to defend civil

rights and campus coalition,”
president of the Progressive Alli-

99

ance Charles Douglas said. “We
are for freedom and safety.”
The Progressive Alliance is an

Colonel's

group made up of many different
organizations on campus. Some of
the organizations include: Earth

Buffet.

ntn
First, Student Environme
Actio
Coalition, Campus Center for Ap-

propriate Technology, Dorm Advocacy Organization, Jewish Student Union, Student Revolutionary Committee. Be Educated
Abouta Sexual Assault-Free Environment and Associated Student

representatives.

“There are six or eight groups

fo
ERICA REILLY / LUMBERJACK STA

of

Nicole Gans, political science sophomore, Ann Menre, undeclared
sophomore, Neil Thomson, interdisciplinary studies senior and Charles

to

Douglas, political science and economics junior discussed the dismissal
of Lockey White at their meeting last Wednesday.
and organizations.

and fund-raiser where clubs could

During the meetings, students
have the opportunity to hear what
the other groups are doing.
“It’s good to have other groups
getting other groups involved and

Douglas.
Guest speakers came on campus and spoke on the University
Center Quad.

participating,” said Thomson, an

“This year, there were more

inter-disciplinary studies senior.
*This avoids overlapping of activities,” Douglas said.

booths and educational and experi-

The second goal is to work on
common

issues that concern

the

seek social justice and peace,” said

sponsored

Wilkinson,

a First Amendment

Rights activist, who speak to stu-

gressive Alliance is currently
working on issues like the Lockey White
resolution.
The Progressive Alliance has

dents about his experiences.
Douglas said that the Progressive

separated,”

said

Neil

Thomson, CCAT representative.

The meetings are held on
Wednesdays at 4:00 p.m. in the
Green
and Gold
Room
in
Founders Hall.
“There is an open invitation for
s
althan
dumore
clubs and indiviare
welcome to come.” said Douglas.
a political science and economics

junior,
One goal of the alliance is to
havea network with differen
t
clubs

been lobbying against President
Alisair McCrone to allow White to
continue in her position as Student Affairs vice president for the
duration of her term.

The Progressive Alliance is also

worried how

the Trimester pro-

gram 1s going to effect students?

an

Frank

Alliance

students. For example, the Pro-

are

ta

in

Last Monday, the Progressive

said Michelle Kowsari, a political
science senior,
“The Progressive Alliance has a

and coalition goes for groups that

sy

mental activities,” Thomson said,

that are regulars at the meetings.”

lot of potential as far as networking

be
be
ne
su

Alliance has been a group effort.
“It has been a consensus based
organization for common support
for common drives — for common
goals,” Douglas said.

“Together we are stronger than
said.
Kowsari,”
we are individually
Thomson said that if the Progressive Alliance continues, then

gr

next year it will be even stronger.

education,

“We are of, by and for the students — that’s what we are all
about,” Douglas said. “We are together united, to make a positive

The Progressive Alliance is cur-

rently involved in many events.
Last week, the third annual
Peaceathon was held on campus.
“This was an educational week

difference for everybody and to
better HSU.”

lou walk around campus and

eee
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Trimester system funds
found, says administration.
have more flexibility in choosing
what semesters
best suits them and
if a student chooses to go year-

By Heather Crosby.

Guillame said.
Associated Students President

“With an increase of students

the aesthetic value may be lost —
the teacher-student relationships
may not develop as easy if the stuand an affordable university may

$2,127,250 from instructional fees

losing those qualities,” Webb said.

and the general fund. The general

Student representation may be

fund receives $1,438,750 for 500
full-time enrolled students and instructional fees are $459 per 1500
students.
The total loss for initiating the

threatened by the year-round operations. If the administration
makes decisions thataffect students
over the summer term while Associated Students representatives are

year-round

away for summer

operations

is $5,750.

By operating on a 12-month basis

the university
will use buildiags on
a cost-effective

basis.

Alfred

Guillame Jr., Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
foresees many other benefits by
making this transition.
“We can accommodate the
growing academic needs in the es-

timated growing student popula-

break, it is not

clear if students’ opinions will be
adequately heard or considered.
“In the past we have had summer student councils,” Webb said.
“There will be some way to have a

Agency

F STREET

12-month period rather than risk

G ST.

generate

SOUTH

and take in more students over a

ing for the new trimester system.

Advertising

“I would rather go year-round

Coast

targeted recruitment and advertis-

Mini Storage

North

university.

1997

$25,000 is allotted for marketing,

new equipmentand additional staff

Pa

Located at
180 F Street, Arcata

eT
Mini

Call 822-2220

Storage

LEGAL MATTERS

|

ES

Q: How long do | have to pay it?
A: Eleven working days.

rolled.”
See Trimester, page 8

SESE

DENTISTRY
Mark A. Hise MS-DDS

Got questions about parking tickets?

group represent the students in
proportion to the number en-

Q: What if I'm late in paying?
A: The amount you owe automatically doubles,
plus a $3 processing fee.

SN

PEANUTS

BOXES *f TAPE *# BUBBLE PACKS * FOAM
FULL-SERVICE U.PS. SHIPPING

dent to teacher ratio of 16 to 1
changes. The fact that we are small

support.
Start-up costs for the trimester
system total $492,000 for which

toward staffand faculty salaries and
benefits. The remaining funds will
be used for dperating expenses,

BRING YOUR ITEM IN...BOX IT, PACK IT,
SHIP IT IN ALL AT ONE PLACE!

Mike Caudill is not as quick as
Guillame to praise the decision to
operate on a year-round basis.

also change,” said Caudill, a government and politics senior.
Edward “Buzz” Webb, vice
president for student affairs said
the transition to year-round operations is necessary to accommodate
the increase of students and will
ensure the unique qualities of the

office. Nearly $1.7 million will go

will

Shipping In Arcata!

©

If there was any question that
year-round operations might not
happen, that question has been
answered.
HSU will officially begin yearround operations next fall.
The $2.1 million budget request
for the summer pilot session has
beenapproved by the Chancellor’s

university

Full Self-Service UPS

round they can graduate earlier,”

LUMBERJACK STAFF

The

Finally.

tion, allow students and faculty to

Mi Provost says summer
financial aid availability is
still up in the air.

5

“We

|
_
_

cater to cowards!”

BONDING
WISDOM TEETH
NITROUS-GAS
STEREO SOUND
EMERGENCY CARE

~ 1225 BST. 822-5105 _

ee

Q: Where does the money go?

1618 G Street = Arcata = Phone: 822-8712.

A: Half of it goes to administrative fees. The other half
goes to support alternative transportation (i.e. bike
racks, free & reduced bus rides for students).

Kinko's

Q: Do parking tickets affect academic standing?
A: No. Tickets do not affect your ability to register
or receive your grades,

Q: What gives them the right to do all this?

A: California Vehicle Code, Section 40200.

More questions? Contact the

Humboldt Legal Resource Center,
Warren House #53, phone 826-3824.
Offer good on letter size, singlesided, autofed copies on 20#
white paper. Not good in combination with other offers or discounts.
One use per customer. Expires 12/31/97.
AAASS1

/\
:

Humboldt Legal
Resource Center

SPONSORED BY
2%

707

thurs. fri, sat
| 1908
— your

2609

1:00 - 7:00 p.m.

1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

sun
or

445

daily

by

appointment

myrtle ave. eureka
full service studio

6
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CETI: Faculty, students question technology congramerate's place in state university systen
* Continued form page 3
to other campuses, educational
_ entities and potentially to clients.
It would provide such things asa
telephone system for the Internet
and for e-mail,
The brokering cooperative
would market and distribute education and training to corporate

partners

and

other

compromise

integrity of the

‘nto curricular decisions. We have been assured thay

‘The corporations in return will

have access
to the university’s
buying power
and will benefit
from the

the curriculum will always stay within the boundarie

use of communication services.

of the (university).”

In the proposal is the “fabulous
50” ways to make revenues for both
partners, Cannon said.

education

COLLEEN MULLER
Y

Academic Senate Cha
ir

He explained that the CSU will

Faculty would be able to market

rent out space on campus to the
corporations, making revenue for
the CSU and allow the corporation to save money by not building
their own sites.
Some CSU campuses already
rentoutspace. HSU rents out space

educational content in a “university-in-a-box” computer program
with royalties returning to the content owners.

The entity would have the advantage of buying its products and
services at discounts afforded by

the CSU’s buying power and
would pass the savings onto cam-

puses.
“CSU is the world’s largest university. We spend $60 million a

products,” Can-

the

(university).”

groups.

year on computer

“A potential problem is that when we partner with,
corporation, our corporate partners might intrudg

tion is what do we have to give up
to get it? We just don’t want to

acc

,

“(But) would we be restricted to

received by the HSU faculty.
“The actual partnership
concept
was developed in the chancellor’s
office with little or no faculty in-

The symbiotic
aspect of the partnership is met with questions
about

23 colleges.

“Like the good housekeeping

the place of the corporation within
the university setting.
“One issue is that we want to
make sure that there is a culture fit
between the corporate world and
the university
world,” Mullery said.

approval ... you don’t have to buy
them,” Cannon said. “CSU has
veto power over what is approved
based on the quality, price and

“We're nota profit-making
organi-

same price CET] corporations pay.

appropriateness of the product.”
“A potential problem is that

“Because we're part owners,
we'll get money back and get the

zation, We're a teaching
and learning organization.”

when we partner with a corpora-

“Wearen’tyustabout education.

tion, our Corporate partners might

We do have to make revenue.”
Cannon said,
The concept of the partnership

non said. “We have a lot of buying
power.”

The partnership will enable the
CSU system to buy products at the

lowest price (for the computer
products),” Cannon said.

“The upside is that we will be

getting this funding boost that we
need.” Mullery said. “The ques-

intrude

into curricular decisions,”

Mullery said. “We have been assured that the curriculum will al-

ways stay within the boundaries of
the academy.”

has been around since the fall of
1996. Butit wasn’t until Sept. 17,
1997 that the partnership with

The Board supports the part
ner.
ship and so would the chosen chan.

A week

or to using only PCs instead of

Travel Co.
The CETI

CSU-approved and used by the all

announced.

later the 300-page proposal was

developed

in the University Center to Dalianes

will be

was

by Microsolt

software

Apples?” she asked.
This is a major misunderstanding, Cannon said. “We can support
products outside the partnership.”

products

CETI

cellor, Cannonsaid. ~Thenewchan-

cellorappears to have thatsame type
of interest (in the partnership),”
“T don’t think anyone will
try

and stop this,” Mullery said, “The

put,” Mullery said. “Only in the

last two weeks (have) faculty ...

signals that [am receiving is that

this will happen.”

been invited to consult.”

The
Dec.

contract-signing date is
15 but much

The

eventual goal is 4CNET.

which will connect the CSU sys-

of the faculty

feels there hasn't been enough time

tem with community colleges and
school districts.
“We can’t ignore it, we have to

to study the proposal’s technical

language.

bea player in technology,” Mullery

“The problem 1s the ttme. We
don’t have enough time as faculty

said.
|
“The bottom line is producing
the best education we can with the
money we have available.” Cannon said.
More information is available at

to truly understand the complexity of this process,” Mullery said.
The change of chancellors dur-

ing the mitiation of the partnership ts also a concern.
“T believe we should wait until
we have a new chancellor on line

(http://its.calstate.edu/sip/

index.html) — or
(http://
www.humboldt.edu/~storag
e/

before we sign the dotted line,”

cannon.)

Mullery said.

nick!!
-_Arcata’s Great Housing
Bargain!
Just $475 to move in

$5 for students,
faculty & staff

6

4

<

[$200 deposit + $275 rent]
oo

»Complete control of your
own

private space

»Just a walk from everything
and on the bus line

»Great neighbors - Folks from
everywhere between Akasaka
and Azuza

Drop-in chimiess
° Wed., Oct. 29
° Wed., Nov. 5
° Wed., Nov. 12

1-4:30pm

1-4:309m
1-4:30pm

Wed., Nov. 19
Wed., Dec. 3

Come Take a Look!
455 Union Street

a

‘

822-1909

LSU Student Health Center
Location: Upstairs
, Room 221

Get the flu vaccine before
the flu gets you!

826-3146
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Patrol: Mounted steeds aren't a bunch of horsepucky
* Continued from page 3

once or twice a week,

first, but then we found

out the

as well as at special

possibilities of what the horses
could do,” Schroeder said.
Foster said that the addition of
the horses was at a minimal cost to
the university.
“There was a one-time cost for
the university, and that was for

events suchas gradua-

tion, football games, or
at art and music festi-

wale

The officers and
their horses recently

“You can usually tell (when
they needto poop) because
they stop or raise their
hips.”

completed atwo-week

special things,” Sousa said.

BILL SCHROEDER

training course heldby
the State Commission
on Peace Officer Standards

Foster and Sousa said that UPD

only needed to purchase safety

Training to prepare
mounted patrol.

equipment, including helmets and
riding boots for the officers, and

for

UPD Officer
and

prone to try and run away than

the

remain in a threatening situation.
Other parts of the training included formation riding, safe move-

harnesses and head gear for the

The training was held in Sacra-

horses.
“The horses are owned by the

mento and was attended by members of law enforcement agencies

officers,” he said. “No university

from across the state, including 95

moneys were
(them).”

officers from San Diego. One instructor was a member of the Ca-

used

to purchase

ment through large crowds of people
and horsemanship — how to instruct the horse to move at different
speeds or step sideways.
Schroeder and Sousa said they

nadian Royal Mounted Police.
At the training, the horses and

have not heard of any complaints
about the mounted patrol so far.

their owners worked together to
condition the horses to be able to

“We see nothing but smiles, and

that’s the experience most other

function in highly-populated areas.
One day focused on sensory

police agencies have,” Schroeder
said.

training in order to desensitize the
horses. Firecrackers and flares

One issue which students seem
to have fixated upon is the horses’

Rainmaker at their homes, where

were set off, sirens blared, balls
bounced against pavement, and
trash cans were battered and tossed

bowel movements. The question
of who would be cleaning up the
horse dung was raised at the press

they also feed, cleanand shoe them.
Sousa and Schroeder bring the
horses to HSU via trailers.

aboutinanattemptto
get the horses
used to noise.
At night flare patterns, police

conference, as well as in letters to

Foster said there are plans to locatea place on campus where a small

light bars and revolving red lights
prepared them for the types of
bright light the horses might experience in the field.
Schroeder said this training was
important because horses are instinctively flighty animals, more

“T got my horse to use for longdistance riding,” said Sousa, who
has owned Kazmar for two years.
Schroeder, meanwhile, bought

Rainmaker in 1986. “I got my
(horse) for what’s called Western
pleasure — trail riding,” he said.

Maintenancé of the horses is provided by Sousa and Schroeder.
The officers keep Kazmar and

- shelter and a couple of stalls could
be built. Foster said the horses could
be stored there overnight when the
necessity occurred.

The horses will only be used

the editor of the Lumberjack.
Schroeder said they carry poopscoopersand plastic bags in saddlebags on each horse, and that the

officers dismount and clean up the
mess themselves.
“Youcan usually tell (when they
need to poop) because they stop or
-raise their hips,” Schroeder said.
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Books
%
ART & GIFTS

bal

SPECIALIZING IN METAPHYSICAL,
SELF-HELP, HEALING AND RENEWAL
BOOKS.
FORMERLY THOMPSON

HOUSE

1136 Third St, Eureka

BOOKS

441-1506

|

(615.98 List)
Plus Cassettes

($17.98 List)

($16.98 List)
On Sale Too!

- This week

featuring...

Gravediggaz....Pick The Sickle & The Shovel

BUTSPQIGEG cocclscicscsonsisssnsssconsssachossscessarsisseanrsensnssannn at Tat Tat
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PHILIPS
CAMERA&STUDIO

Neville, Aaron... TO Make Me Who | Am
SUITING With The Alien
Satriani, JOC... cesses

Squirrel Nut ZipperS...........:cseseseeseeeeees ROAStEd Right
SUMMETS, ANAY.......:ccccceseeeeeetteceees vsseeeeLast Dance Of Mr X

Switchback...........0. meena

- PHOTOGRAPHY
CLASS STUDENTS

10%

ssnsnuntovens ve SOUNCtACK

Huge,

Expanded

Call

1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/college/np.htm!

Selection of USED

CD’s & Tapes

Discount.

on Paper, Chemicals,
Film and Supplies.
707-822-3155 * Qn the Arcata Plaza
*discount on cash/eheck sales only

THE LUMBERJACK.
WE DON’T USE HORSES.

1040 H Street, Arcata
Across from Minor Theater

It’s all within

your

reach.
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* Continued from page 5

“With an increase of
students the aesthetic

Alistair
President
HSU
McCrone has requested reports
fromall vice presidents which must
address curricularand operational
issues. The report is due Marc h 2
and must also discuss how they

value may be lost —

the teacher-student
relationships may not

plan to “phase-in” these changes

eee

See

ERICA REILLY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Debbie and Sonny Antonio travelled from Hercules, Calif. to
spend Parent’s Weekend with their daughter Moriah, a marine
biology sophmore. The Antonio’s grabbed a bite to eat at the

Lucky Logger barbeque Saturday afternoon.

Parents get a taste of
‘Jack life at Homecoming.
In the picture below left, Vonda Ecung, a wildlife biology senior
and member of the Black Student Union, serves Rosalinda Hill,

psychology sophomore a slice of pie at the Lucky Logger
Barbecue. Meanwhile, at the pre-game festivities at Redwood
Bowl, zoology freshman Carolyn Kay’s face is painted by Kris
Coffman, political science sophomore.
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Gov. Wilson approves
passing of college fee

.
figur-

;

e

aWaraea

semester

spans

reduction act

years

For Justine McAlpine, aquatics

Gov. Wilson signed the College
Affordability Act last Friday, granting college students a freeze on
CSU fees for the next two years.

lot students were asked: “If
Humboldt State University operated on a year-round basis, but a
financial aid services were not ex-

questions i terms of our teacher
contracts,” McAlpine said. “They

The act, which will roll back five

haven’tlet us know how our teaching loads will change.”

and reduce community college fees

panded to cover a third semester,

“Thate it,” Laurie Kiger geology
Junior said. “That’s why I voted

The bill, which was written by
Denise Moreno Ducheny (D—San

against 1t.”

Diego) will reduce fees for only the

On last year’s A.S. election bal-

ee

ed

term,

share their

thoughts, concerns and ideas for“

director and lecturer, concerns include unanswered questions about
contracts
and curriculum changes.
“Tlike the idea... but I still have

a factor in attracting and retaining
students.

¥

su

summer

an eae
Cc
trahisl

c

ERICA REILLY ft LUMBERJACK STAFF

the

al)

ably experience growing pains and
have trouble retaining students.”
Itis obvious that financial aid 1s

ERICA REILLY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

for
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Students are welcomto

Guillame ts notsure about

the state financial aid availability

to-five vears. Webb estimated
within 10 years HSU may receive
anincreaseof 5.000

officers.

i¢ Sponses,

While

learning experience.
estimated it will reach

contest and a chance to
meet A.S,

258

and

responses

will be

row on the University Cent
er
Quad.
The barbecue will begin at 1]
a.m. and end at 2 p.m. In addition
to the free food, an HSU trivia

Associated Students President

“no”

Students

sponsoring a free barbecue tomor-

MIKE CAUDILL

1.168

within

Associated

| changes.”

and how many students we feel we
can reasonably attract,” Guillame
said.
The transition from traditional

full implementation

on U.C. Quad tomorrow

the student to
teacher ratio of 16 to

past enrollment, current practices

to be a
Guillame

sponsor free barbecue

develop as easy if

for the trimester system.
The number offull-time students
for the summer term is estimated
to double from 250 to 500 stu
dents.
“The estimation was based on

to trimester

Associated Students to

would you be able to attend on a
year-round basis?” The total number of responses was 1,426 with

percent at UC and CSU campuses
by $1 to $12 per unit.

second time in state history.

STS

ae

FREE
DELIVERY
Sofas, loveseats, bunk beds, futons,

washers, dryers, electronics.

ome Brewin g!
We HAVE A Larce Sttect
HOME BREWING SUPPLIES EquipmenAndt lngredients for novice

SEE OUR THREE BIG FLOORS OF
FURNITURE AND APPLIANCES!
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ee
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or expert

Malts, Fresh Yeasts & Hops
Kettles, Caps, Starter Kits & CO2 Keg Systems
Wine Making Supplies Too.
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ey

meea

stor

Be con ob are| Mecchandise since 1962

FURNITURE & APPLIANCES |
Corner of 5th & G Streets ¢ Eureka

445-5421 saz co B-
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ife’s easier with 10¢ a minute, AT&T Call Organizer
Student Advantage. It’s all FREE just for being with AT&T.
- 10¢

A MINUTE—AT&T

U.S. from

7pm—7am

Simple Rates —on

weekdays

long distance calls from home to anywhere in the

and ali weekend

long; 25¢ a minute all other times.

* FREE AT&T CALL ORGANIZER: no more hassles-—use your personalized code before you
dial, and we'll tally your phone bill by roommate (up to |2 people per bill).
* FREE STUDENT ADVANTAGE: get special offers and up to 50% off every day at thousands
of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors—-like Kinko's, Tower Records
and Amtrak.

Get

Call
or

visit

it all FREE

with

one

easy call.

1-800-878-3872
www.att.com/college/np.html
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theft was believed to have occurred

between Oct. 1 and Oct. 6.

Sundays:
New home study group meets
at 1580 Giuntoli
7-8pm

LUTHERAN
COLLEGE

Mondays:
Student suppers
at the Lutheran Church of
Arcata
151 East 16th St. Arcata

(suggested donation $2)
Sunday
For more

worship at 9:30 am
information call Carl Stenzel

Campus Ministry Associate at 822-5117
SS

210 pai,

Gist Hall staff parking lot was van-

dalized when someone shattered
the left-side mirror.
6:44p.m.—A female in Science
A 472 had what seemed to be an

ld

¥ty
‘

allergic reaction to medication. She
claimed it had happened before

a

Oct. 4:
12:52 p.m. — Arcata Police Department requested assistance In
dealing with a combative person
on the Plaza.
5:05 p.m. — A person who fell

asleep outside of Wagner House
_ was cited by UPD for doing so.
9:31 p.m. — A report was received of 12 to 14 menand women
drinking beers and smoking pot at
the corner of Sequoia Mall adja-

cent to the Theater Arts Building.
Upon arrival, officers found eight

people, but determined they were
not involved in criminal activity.

Breakfas
Lunch &
Dinner

fa
S

INVENTORY
RepUcTION

rere
8222942

accept

* VISA

* MASTERCARD

MATERIALS

*« CUSTOM

of a truck on

B Street south of

Harry Griffith Hall. The officer

the pool area at Forbes Complex.

left a note to the owner advising
him or her of University Center

Oct. 7:
12:24a.m.

Two guitarists and
a hand drummer held an impromptu jamboree on the trail below the Creekview Apartments.
They were told to end their set
early and skip an encore.
2:04 a.m. — APD requested as-

rules and regulations.
1:29

p.m.

—

UC

employees

complained of loud drums on the
Quad. UPD responded and had to
ask the drum circle three times to

keep it quiet.

9:59 p.m. — A woman jogging

toa 911 hangsistance responding

at Redwood Bowl spotted a man

up call from the 600 block of K
Street in which screams had been
heard in the background. Resi-

watching
her from the bushes.
She
became uncomfortable and left af:
ter the man moved to the bleachers
and continued to watch her. UPD
was unable to locate the man.

dents reported no problems upon

from a Chinquapin Hall resident.

truder was determined to actually

Oct. 5:
2:20 a.m. — UPD assisted APD
in Arcata witha traffic stop in which

live there.

Oct. 9:
12:30

Hall was used for a 911 hang-up

call. Officers were unable to locate
any suspicious activity in the area,

8:42 p.m. — A911] hang-up call
turned out to be a possible overdose of a Redwood Hall student
an

unknown

substance.

The

victim was transported via ambulance to Mad
Hospital.
Oct. 6:

River Community

8:09 a.m. — A report was received of the theft of a green and

gray Raleigh 2 1-speed bicycle from

VICTIMS

3:09 a.m. — A report of some-

8:56 a.m. — A student cut her-

selfin Science A 567 / 569. She
was transported to the Health Cen-

11:54

p.m.

am.

—

UPD

— A

officers

living group

advisor reported the fragrance of
marijuana lingering in the air at
Sunset Hall. Officers were unable

ter.

to find evidence of a smoking ses-

12:25 p.m. — A brown dog was
broughtinto Lostand Found. The
owner was found and asked to retrieve the Labrador.

sion.

1:47 p.m.
Loud, manly
ing
scream
inthe woods behind the
Child Development Laboratory
were discovered to be emanating
froma

frustrated CCAT member.

3:53 p.m. — A brok
envan
down
was blocking buses from leaving
Plaza Circle. The van was gone
upon UPD arrival.
3:58 p.m. — Someone redecorated his or her kitchen witha table
and chairs stolen from the porchat

Spidell House.
11:20 p.m. — A vehicle disap-

peared from the Mai Kai parking

lot and was found at the corner of

9th and H Streets an hour later.
lhere were no signs of forced entry and nothing was stolen.

WITHOUT CULTURES:
a new theory

8:59 am. — A remote control,
lenses and two lamps were stolen
from Natural Resources 200 and

210.
10:28 a.m. — A six-feet, three
inch, 220 pound man with a blue
shirt kicked a mail vehicle as it
drove through
the UC Quad. UPD
found the suspect and the vehicle

he kicked, then determined that
the vehicle was undamaged.
1:48

p.m.

and woman

—

A

unarmed

man

were reported to be

ofan unknown
under the influence
substance and unwilling to let

people leave University Annex
them not
150. Officers determined
to be under the influence of anything and ordered them to let the
hostages go.
Oct. 10:

12:44 a.m. — A trash can was
found on top of a vehicle in the

Jolly Giant Commons parking lot.
1 am. — A Sunset Hall LGA
reported 13 or 14 non-residents
hanging out in the Hill Quad gazebo.
8:15 a.m. — Someone at Cy-

press Hall complained to UPD that
*

DISCOVER

LO) a SUPPLY
Me MMOA meres
Vey
oe wa
ART

ceived of dogs tied up in the back

assist in removing bicycles from

Paints, brushes, pens, blank
cards, journals, envelopes,

We

report was re-

quapin Hall was received. The in-

the Sunset Hall bike room. The

palettes, clay sets, canvas bags,
white poster board, stencils,
kid's kits, rubber stamps
& much more!

11:18 a.m, —A

stashed in a bush near where the
eight students had been found.

on

airbrushes, compressor,

claimed
he had only opened
to doo;
while in the buff and stood jn the
doorway for a moment.

seized less than one ounce of reefer

7 p.m. — A pay phone in Sunset

Howl at these prices! —

Manor,

Upon being questioned, the man

one crawling in a window at Chin-

and told not to do that.

1()%6 OFF

to his home at Redwood

back pack full of beer bottles

plex fire lane. All three were cited

THROUGH 18™

man walking on L.K. Wood Ban:
levard from 14th Street. The offic.
ers followed the exhibitionist back

police arrival.

shots fired. The vehicle was determined not to be involved with the
incident.
4:55 p.m. — Three men in their
20’s were found hanging out ina
tree near the Art and Music Com-

&

and refused treatment. She was
taken home by friends.
6:59 p.m. ~ UPD was asked to

8:23 a.m.— APD spotted anude

They were asked to leave.
9:51 p.m. — Officers found a

reports were received of possible

mon.-saf.

— A vehicle in the

Oct. 8:

FRAMING

"MAKE A DIFFERENCE DAV."
-~What are yod going to do?

of this newt eory | have chosen
Theory” (because the moon and flto call the theory the “Moonflower
Owers do not reflect any cultural
identity).
The Moonflower Theory is
traumatic Cognitive processing” based on the conce pt of postintroduced in 198 6 by Charles
in his book: rauma and Its Wake.”
Figley
psycholinguistic theories on langua It is also base d on various
theories on the social and functionage and semanti C acquisition, and
l approaches to language and
thought.
at € new theory simply stat
é
inevitably have to lose all culturales thatat some a dult survivors will
identity duri ng the natural
traumatic acenicive processing
thoughts and e motions which postfragmented
were
developmental stages

someone’s roommate had been
smoking pot in someone’s room.

Oct. 11:
8:42 p.m.

—

A person

of un-

known gender was caught enter-

ing a truck through the camper
shell hatch by the truck’s owner.
The truck owner chased the sus-

pect, who got away. Nothing was
stolen from the truck.

— Compiled by Frank Vella
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North Coast Journal editor
reveals investigative techniques
any Lee-Youngren
By Tiff
ITYEDITOR—SOt—~CS~S

behind his resignation,” she said.

COMMUN

First

and

Hodgson

foremost,

Judy

considers herself a re-

porter,

She balks at the label “crusading
journalist.” She insists she’s not a
media hero.
“T think other reporters would

have done the same thing,” she
says.

No other reporter did.
Hodgson is the editor and publisher of The North Coast Journal,

a monthly magazine based in
Arcata. She recently sued the
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors for violating the state’s

open meeting law, known as the
Ralph M. Brown Act.
She won.
“Tt’s been a long, frustrating six

months but we’re thrilled with the
ruling,” Hodsgon stated in a press
release last week.

Hodgson uncovered the violation while investigating the sud-

den resignations of former County
Administrative

Officer

Chris

Arnold and former County Planning Director Tom Conlon.
Hodgson said she knew something wasn’t quite right when the

DEIDRE ROSS/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

Judy Hodgson, editor and publisher of the Journal, uncovered a county violation of the Brown Act, the
- state’s open meeting law. The law prevents government bodies from holding semi-closed meetings.

“There had never really been three
votes against Conlon before.”
Hodgson said other media in
the county reported that Conlon
and Arnold had resigned but didn’t

investigate further. The North
Coast Journal was the only publication to investigate the politics
behind Conlon and Arnolds’ resignations.

Hodgson began investigating the
possibility that 5th District Supervisor Paul Kirk, who was the swing

vote in the board’s decision to ask
Conlon and Arnold to resign, may
have been “responding to pressure from developers.” She also
suggested that 2nd District Supervisor Roger Rodoni and 4th District Supervisor Bonnie Neely were
responding to political pressure
from some of those same businesses.
The supervisors, all Republicans, denied the allegations.
The Journal also reported that
3rd District Supervisor John
Wooley and Ist District Supervisor Stan Woolley, both Democrats,
had no prior knowledge of Kirk’s
actions.
“We sort of planned it out like a
war strategy,” Hodgson said.

Board of Supervisors voted 3-2 to
force the early resignation of
Conlon last March.
She said Conlon had been criticized by the board before but never

room and made a list of all the
people she and her staff needed to
interview. She said timing the in-

by a majority of the members.

terviews was crucial to prevent

“We wanted to get to the ‘why?’

She fastened a dry erase board
to the wall of the Journal’s news-

See NCJ, page 15

Volunteer group provides
housing, services for homeless
@ Arcata House spends up to $6,000 a month
helping the county’s homeless find permanent
housing, establish credit and rejoin the work force.
By Jennifer Kho
LUMBERJACK STAFF

For Arcata House residents, success means never having to return.
Arcata House is an organization
that provides services for home-

less people who are in need of transitional living services, said Eep
Boon Choi, the director of Arcata

House. Transitional living services
help homeless people move into
housing and learn skills necessary
to retain housing.

Arcata House specializes in aiding senior citizens and families, but

it also helps other people who are
homeless or in danger of losing

their homes.

The organization was started by
community activists such as David
Peltier, who is currently on the
staff of the new Jasmine House,
another transitional housing and
homeless services organization.
Arcata House began in 1992 because there were no social services
north of Eureka for homeless

people in California, Choi said.
It is a nonprofit organization,
and is funded by various grants
including a Federal Emergency

Shelter Grant which provides
$1,295 every month.
Grants make up about 75 percent of Arcata House’s monthly

budget. It also raises money
through fund-raisers including
donations and raffle sales. St.
Albany’s Episcopal Church in
Sunny Brae donates money to the
organization each month.
Arcata House’s average monthly
budget

is between

$5,000

and

$6,000, which pays for the care of
two houses, telephone, electricand
water services, payroll, printing
and office supplies, said Kelly Lincoln, an Arcata House trainee.

From August 1996 through Sep-

tember 1997, 72 people have been
helped by Arcata House services,
Lincoln said.
Lincoln said in the six months
she has worked there no prior residents have returned to live in the
houses again, but there have been

See Arcata House, page 12

ERICA REILLY / LUMBERJACK STAFF

Two Arcata House residents relax on a couch donated to the house.
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Arcata House: Gives county's homeless a chance to get back on their feet
* Continued from page 11
four or five calls from residents
who had questions
or needed other

services besides housing.
The organization
has two houses
in Arcata,

each

with

three bed-

rooms. All of the spaces are currently full, so some people looking
for housing have been turned away.
As of Monday, Arcata House hada

waiting list of 16 people.
But the organization also provides services for many nonresi-

dents. It helps people find other
housing and helps people
who have
not yet lost their homes retain their

has many
House ta
Best said Arca
programs that have taught her and
Bonnie how toliveinahome again.

“They don’t want
you to leave until
they’re sure you're
prepared and on
your feet (and won't

and personal attention from Chot
with “giving me back my self-re-

spect and teaching me that Tam
somebody.”

Carolyn, who would not disclose
her last name for safety reasons, 1
another House Two resident. She
is nine months pregnant and said

Arcata House has helped her get

help you find a
place.”

back on her feet.
“There’s alot of emotional support. They’re behind you. There

CAROLYN

“We especially like to get people

Arcata House resident

before they lose their housing,”
Choi said. “It is so much easier
than finding housing once you’ve

anywhere from two days to one

already lost your home.”
People who

want services at

Arcata House can call and set up
an intake appointment, then meet
with a counselor to assess their
current needs and discuss the factors that contributed to their situation,
No one who only wants services
is turned down, unless “they are

Just too angryor too violent
to work
with,” Lincoln said.
Besides actual housing, services
at Arcata House are readily avail-

year.
One resident left after two days
because the rules were too strict
for the resident, Choi said. Some
of the rules forbid drugs, violence,
yelling or hitting children. Residents mustalso
meet weekly witha
counselorto monitor
their progress

and adjust their plans if new goals
need to be set.
“I love it here!” said Charlotte
Best. who lives at House Two with

Bonnie, her 8-year-old daughter.
‘They have lived there for about a
year, andare in the process of moving. “It’s a good program and it’s

able and there is no waiting
list, but
people might have to wait up to a

done a lot for me,” Best said.

week for the service they need when

but she isn’t sure “if that’s going to

Best is planning to buy a trailer,

there isa heavy workload,
she said.

come through right away,” so in

The people who want services
work with a counselor to develop

the meantime she is looking to rent

an individual goal plan. The plan
could include such things as building credit, saving forahome,
build-

-ing a resume, learning. new job
skills, or participating in specific
types of counseling or workshops.
According

to Choi,

the

resi-

dents’ average stay is about four
months, but residents can live there

an apartment.

With tears and smiles, she considers her future. “I’m going to
miss it when I move out. I get all
sentimental aboutit. I’ve been here
a long time.

“T really appreciate the program
and (Choi). She lets us talk and be
who we are. She finds out which
programs we need individually.”

is someone there (at all times) to
talk to or help you when you need
someone toturnto
They..
re .
your
family for a little while,” she said.
Carolyn said Arcata House 1s
also a safe house, which protects
people from abusive spouses or
other violent people. House One
has mostly men residents and
House Two is mostly for women.
“They are very confidential if you
request it,” Carolyn said.
Carolyn said Arcata House
helped her find donations for her
unborn baby, find resources and
start a savings account. “They are
also advocates for us,” she said.
“They know about the rules and
laws... they'll call for you and help

get things moving.”
She said she feels no pressure to
move out.
“They don’t want you to leave
until they’re sure you're prepared

and on your feet {and won't be
back). When they’re sure, they help
you find a place.”
She said she could easily find an
apartment

fered. In a group, people discuss
basic attitudes and personal attitudes that repeatedly contribute to
homelessness. She has also takena

parenting class, which is mandatory for Arcata House parents, a

credit-building class, and participated in a woman’s group.
There

are also programs

for

building communications, budgeting, household management, job
search,
job training and substanceabuse services. Ifthe residents have
income, halfof the money is put
into chient trust funds and saved
for them to pay for the deposit and
firstand last payments on housing.
“People don’t have to have an

income to be eligible for our services,” Choi said, “but there isn’t

anyone who isn’t eligible for either
(benefits) or employment. Mostof
the families we help get public assistance, plus many have one or

two members who have jobs.”
Choisaid Arcata House also “encourages entrepreneurship on the

part ofthe residents.” For example,
one ofthe residents currently bakes

and sells her goods. She specializes in cheesecakes that Choi said
will “blow your hair back.” The
resident

makes

white

nd &Guitars
Amps
Come in and meet
the new manager —

he's an HSU student!
1435 5th Street * Eureka
443 — 9737

$10 and $30.

ee
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n y shapes and colors—
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ures: messages, charms, jewels

and crystals.

Pillar Candles in colors to comple-
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2817 F St.

chocolate,

Key lime and pumpkin cheesecakes, which she sells for between
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she said.
Best said the group therapy pro-
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A young resident of the Arcata House enjoys a quiet moment alone.
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HSU environmental science freshman Dustin Cline recycles cardboard at the Arcata Recycling Center.

New options provide more choices

Recycling centers at a glance
are even sent to Asia where there 1s

Mi With recycling centers and curbside collection
in areas of Arcata and McKinleyville, residents
can now “shop around” for places to recycle.
By Nora WhitworthLUMBERJACK STAFF

Recycling centers all have the
same goals — to reduce, reuse and
recycle.

But the organizational structure
of recycling centers differ. Itcan be

a separate business of a garbage
collection company such as
Humboldt
Recycling
in
McKinleyville. Or it can be a com-

a high demand for recycled paper.
The price of a material is based
on the price of mining or manufac-

turing a new supply. Paper and
plastic are still very inexpensive to
produce, so the price of recycled
plastic is low, Citrino said.
The price of recycled materials
affects the profit of any recycling
program, which means when market prices are low centers may have

“We didn’t start this
as a business
opportunity. We've
started this as a

which has evolved into a business,
such as the Arcata Community
Recycling Center.

mission.”
KATE

KREBS

Executive director

a pass to use the drop-off center.
The price will be $15 for an annual
pass with unlimited visits or two

serving the community,”
said Liz

dollars for day use, Krebs said.

Citrino, waste prevention recycling

Humboldt Recycling does not
plan to begin charging a fee. According to Cain, the market for
recyclables is still profitable.
“A year ago the markets were

Humboldt

Sanitation

is

an Earth Day event on the Arcata

excellent,” he said. “The market

PlazainJuly 1971,said Kate Krebs,

Greg Cain, his wife and their two

isn’t bad (now), it’s just back to

executive director of the Arcata
Community Recycling Center.

children. Humboldt Recycling was
created a year-and-a-half ago and

normal.”
Humboldt Recycling charges 16.
cents a gallon for recycled oil. Because it is a for-profit business, no
state or federal funding is received.
The latest development in recy-

is located at 2585 Central Ave.

ing lot located behind what is now
Adventure’s Edge, and every Sat-

Humboldt

‘The group

learned

about the recycling businessas

they

went along, she said.

when people drop off their materi-

“We didn’t start this as a business opportunity, We've started
this as a mission.” Krebs said.
In 1974. the center moved to its
current location at the corner of N
and

Oth

effort

als. Both businesses have to deal
with economic realities
of the recycling industry.
Materials from this area are
shipped to the Bay Area or Oregon
to be bought by factories who re-

streets.

“Both

into

(centers)

have

doing

a vood

put

job

good

ages

is how

ferred to.
“Tt’s hard to changea name when
you’ve been in business for 20
years,” Cain said.
However the recycling process
only begins at recycling centers

recyclable materials. The effort was
community based with minimum

technology.

Sanitation

both companies are commonly re-

urday people could drop off their

'

1 ise the

}

organic World cofjees.
RMON Sed

cling Center will soon start selling

McKinleyville’s garbage company
and site of Humboldt Rec ycling.
Both companies are owned by

The original site was a dirt park-

araauul

The Arcata Community Recy-

coordinator for the county.

The Arcata Community Recycling Center began as a group of
volunteers who were inspired by

MO

SS
ste ete
Lea

to start charging a fee.

Arcata Community Recycling Center

munity based volunteer group,

ASE
aU MealAviem
Meta

proaucts,

some

materials

cling collection is curbside pickup,
which has recently been started in
Arcata. McKinleyville will begin
curbside pilot programs later this
year.
A misconception that will have
to be overcome is that curbside
programs should be free.
“A lotofpeople
believe curbside
recycling ts the best way to encourage recycling,”Citrino said. “Th
may

or may

not be true if eon

aren't willing to pay the cost.

Extended hours
WoL rere,
(aeda ea
ae

pues (nies
ee.

es
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|
cations in the law.
takes
ch
Specifically, the law whi

effect Jan. 1, 1998:

|

on onsel
te
limitati
the na
- eFlimi
hancement for both a weapon and

injury allegation:

“e Eliminates the twice base term
lid on the total term of imprisonment for commissions of certain
multiple felomies: and
¢ Eliminates the five-year limit
on multiple non-violent subordi-

Clips
ARCATA e EUREKA
Wilson signs bills to
“Corporations created with public assets should be held accountable to the public,” said Gov. Pete
Wilson as he signed two bills to
require hospitals and medical centers created with over $500,000 in

public funds to abide by open public meeting requirements.

“Holding a public-private hospital to open meeting and public
information laws is an appropriate

way to accomplish that,” Wilson
said.
bills, introduced

by

As-

semblyman Kevin Shelley (D-San
Francisco) and Senator John Bur-

ton(D-San Francisco), require that
hospitals hold meetings open to
the public and make its records
available for public review. The
law would apply to other potential
UC medical center mergers, with
the exception

of the UC

Headwaters settlement

gives county $10 million

¢ McKINLEY VILLE

Representative Frank Riggs (RCA-01), has created a win-win situ-

will not impede the ability of this
hospital to operate in the competi-

expand meeting law

The

nate felonies.

Irvine

Medical Center.
“This is a modest measure that

tive health care marketplace,” Wilson said.
The open meeting requirements

contained in the bills were taken
from the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act and the California Public
Records Act.
* ®

Wilson signs bill that
will modify sentencing

includedin the 1998 Dept. of Inte- _

rior Appropriation Act provides
for $10

million

Humboldt

to be given

County

as soon

will

modify California’s felony sentencing statutes with clear, understandable terms and removing certain
caps and restrictions on imposing
base terms.

According to the bill’s supporters, many successful criminal appeals are based on mistakes made
by trial courts because of compli-

PHYSICAL

assets;

° protects “living wage” jobs:
¢ the federal government gets
access to funds needed to uphold

its part of the bargain:
¢ Pacific Lumber Company and

the State of California get certainty
that the Headwaters Agreement
can go forward;
¢ Congress gets a role in how
$250 million in taxpayer funds

are spent; and
¢ Humboldt County gets an upfront payment, plus continuing
compensation, to mitigate its law
enforcement expenses and other

THERAPY

or all movement problems
e Exercise Instruction and Modification
e Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation

¢ Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
Training * Back and Neck Injury
Schools * Pool/Aquatic Therapy
¢ Work Conditioning - Home Health
e Pain Control Modalities
¢ Independent Exercise Programs
¢ Exercise/Injury Consultation
¢ Sports Medicine
C)

c

EXCELLENCE

as

Headwaters is acquired, plus Payments In Lieu of Taxes each year.

Notre Dame professo
to discuss Indian rights

A lecture by Sharon O’Brien,
professor of government & inter-

national studies at Notre
protecting

discuss

will

Dame,

Native

American religious rights in the

Van Duzer Theatre, Friday, Dec.
12, at 7 p.m.

Indigenous people’s rights are
currently being made more visible
as a part of Indigenous People’s
week. observed this week.
Building developments and archeological sites have, for years,

been desecrating sacred places
used by indigoes Americans for

IN PHYSICAL

THERAPY

HealthSPORT Physical Therapy
300 Community

Way

707-822-1797

° Arcata

everyone who enters will geta free
T-shirt. The public is Invited to

come out and sample North Coag
Bakery’s delectible morsels and

vote for their favorite bread sculp-

ture.

Writers’ Center will hold
Halloween Spookfest
The

Redwood

Center

Coast

is hosting

Writers’

a writers’

spookfest on Halloween night,

Audience

members

will be

treated to halloween candy. treats,
and soft drinks, and scary stories
by some of the area’s best writers,

Prizes will also be given out for
the best costumes, so don’t forget
to wear one. The spookfest will be
held at The Ink People gallery at
411 12th St. in Eureka.

centuries before Europeans came
to the North American continent.
According to some scientific

tions are recommended by calling

theories, indigenous peoples have

1-800-950-5092.

occupied this continent foras much

Northwest Foodfest will

as 25,000 years. They rightfully
say, “what

right does

the white

Admission

is $5. and reserva-

feature many delicacies

man have to disregard our sacred

If you like food, the Northwest

religious sites with such impunity.”

Foodfest ‘97 will be taking place

Harvest Bread Bake-Off

will satisfy any palate
The North Coast bakery and
the Arcata Co-op are hosting the
4th Annual Harvest Bread BakeOffon Saturday, Oct. 25 from 12
p.m, to2 p.m. atthe Arcata Co-op,
at 811 [St.
Entry is free.
Categories are sandwich style

yeast

breads;

sourdough

and

hearth breads, sweet yeast breads,
and bread sculpture.
First prize isa slate of free tickets
to CenterArts performances, and

October 17,18, and 19 at the Redwood Acres Fairgrounds.

Kicking off the event will be a
food and wine tasting reception.
Tomaso’s chef Tom

Pagano will

also be giving a lecture on hors
d’oeurve preparation.
Speakers will also include
Humboldt Regional Occupations
Program

and

instructor Anne Harris,

Foodfest

coordinator Jan

Escott.

Tickets for Friday are $25, Saturday and Sunday tickets are $5 in
advance or $7.50 at the door.

-For more information, contact

442-8882.

M.O.M.'s

BE INDEPENDENTLY
HEALTHY
my

to

ters agreement,

¢ preserves key environmental

harder to successfully appeal their
sentences
oncea bill signed by Gov.
Pete Wison take effect.
The bill, introduced by Senator
(D-Hayward)

The settlement, which will be

According to Riggs, the bill:

Habitual criminals will find it

Bill Lockyer

ation with a settlement that will
clear the way for the administration to acquire Headwaters forest.

Headwa-

economic Impacts of the

#1

Laundromat
Where you always

DRY FREE
No Time?
Let us do the washing

Save 50¢ per load
New customers only.

Expires 10/31/97
aie Riaid'e'SW Winn Weweewweewe

COUPON

sscescneenasneansereren

Valley West Center
Arcata
§22—1181
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NCJ: County broke law
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Reporters ONS

Town Hall Meeting
Oct. 6

Business
begin three decommissioning projects at the
Humboldt Bay Nuclear Power Plant (Unit 3) in
Eureka.

The meeting was attended by Public Utilities

Commissioner Richard Bilas, who was in the

area for office hours with the public earlier on
Tuesday.
“I felt it was personally important to have a
commissioner here to listen to what you folks
have to say,” Bilas said.

ning director and had invited businessman and Planning Review
Committee
Chairman
Tom
Sutton, to one of the closed sessions.
When Sutton couldn’t attend,
the board invited committee alternate member and contractor Tom
Dinsmore.

At that point, Hodgson realized
that the board had most likely bro-

LARRY WOMACK
|Responding to audience’s concerns at town

@ Issue: The purpose of the meeting was to
listen to the utility company’s requests for

ken the law.

hall meeting about nuclear power plant.

California’s open meeting law
prohibits public boards from hold-

ground water leaking into it. The caisson,

ing semi-closed

ground concrete cylindrical structure that forms

Bay Decommissioning Trust Funds.

the plant. The value of the trust fund is $156

Audience members encouraged PG&E to look
“into dry cask storage, which would store the

(lawyers)

“Eleven

site but in a separate building from the plant.
“I think the cost is academic. We're going to
pay sooner or later. We may have already paid

Womack answered the audience’s questions
for the allotted two-hour time period and
offered public tours of the plant for those who

me

turned

iets

by inviting Dinsmore and Sutton
to the closed sessions.

Thejudge granteda preliminary
injunction,

which

requires

the

board to turn over minutes and
records of the illegal session and to
tape future meetings.
If the board violates the Brown

Act again, it could be held in contempt of court.
The board has the option to appeal the case. The board’s attorney, Nancy Delaney of Mitchell.
Brisso, Delaney & Vrieze, was
unavailable for comment. The five
board members were also unavailable for comment.

Hodgson has asked to be reimbursed by the county for her court
fees, which include a $182 filing
fee and a retainer fee. She refused
to disclose the amount of the retainer fee but said it is “considerably more than $182.”
Hodgson
said this case “will have

board) how important the Brown
Act is,” she said.

pervisors angry,” and at least one

at how money and power influence the way our government operates,” she stated in a press release.
Hodgson said the investigation
was exciting at times but a lot of
hard work.
“Reporting is exciting, but it’s
not exciting all the time,” she said.

Finally Hodgson found Steve
Yarbrough, an attorney with the
Law Office of Cochran &

City.

Follett in

Hodgson

has a background

said
in

newspaper-related law and he was
‘eager to take on the case.
Hodgson

MIKE PLETT / DESIGN CONSULTANT

Brown ruled last Tuesday that the
supervisors violated the Brown Act

wouldn’t because “it’s not a case
about money.” Others said they
couldn’t “afford to make the su-

Yarbrough

Lumberjack staff

Superior CourtJudge J. Michael

“T think it will remind (public

Crescent
Whitworth

The board refusedand | lodgson
took the issue to court.

to take the case

declined

one of those principle things.”

said.

Dinsmore.

aripple effect throughout the com-

lawyer declined because, “This is

_ were interested in current maintenance and

board fora “cure and correction”
meaning they would have to
admit to the violation and reveal to
the public what happened at the
session attended
closed
by

down before I found one,” she said.
She said several of the lawyers

who

_with our health,” Nova Kramer, a Humboldt Hill
resident said.

— Nora

inviting

hiring a lawyer.

spent fuel cells in a cement and steel building on

operating projects such as the recently
completed grouting of the caisson.
“We're going to take the stack down,
regardless, because its the right thing to do,” he

where

Dinsmore and Sutton, the Board
of Supervisors had violated the
Brown Act.
The next step for Hodgson was

bottom to prevent ground water leakage.

million as of December 31, 1996.

by

that

suspected

_the primary containment for the reactor. The
caisson has a concrete plug poured into the

The funds are to be used in the dismantling of

meetings

some members of the public invited but others are not. Hodgson

according to PG&E's Advice Letter, is an in-

funding of the three projects from the Humboldt

to fall and endanger workers in the event of an
earthquake and will prevent any radiation from
entering the air during the final decommissioning
PG&E also wants to have a site radiation
survey completed and replace an underground
caisson steel structure, which recently had

the board had held three closed

sessions to select an acting plan-

regardless, because
its the right thing to
do”

plant, which has been out of operation since
1976. The spent nuclear fuel cells and nuclear
reactor are still being stored at the facility.

lower height. The new tower will be less likely

were for replacing Conlon. He said

“We're going to
take the stack down,

Decommissioning is the dismantling of the

For a four year period, ending in 1990, rate
payers paid an extra fee on their utilities bill.
Interest rates and investments of the funds has
brought the amount up to the current level.
PG&E estimates the cost of the three projects
to be $16 million. According to Larry Womack,
vice president of Nuclear Technica! Services for
Diablo Canyon station and Unit 3 in Eureka,
PG&E intends on removing the 250 foot red and
white ventilation tower with a steel stack that
would have a new ventilation system and a

During thatintervie
The w,
Journal asked what the board’s plans

Pie

meeting Oct. 6 concerning PG&E's request to

people who were interviewed early
from tipping off those who would
be interviewed later.
One of the last was an interview
with Paul Kirk on April 3.

ee

Memorable quote of the CVOUINE:

About 65 people attended a town hall

* Continued from page 11

15

plaint

with

lodged

an oral com-

County

Counsel

Tamara Falor and acting CAO
John Murray. She later asked the

munity.

“T think the public is disgusted

“Sometimes (with an investigative
report) there’s nota lot of incentive
to go for it.

“In a case like this you have to
decide if it’s worth it.”
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SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

ere

oast artist paints th e

MIKE

Duane Flatmo is a humble unassuming artist for whom the cloak
of fame fits uncomfortably,
His dual passions in life are tinkering with mechanical gadgets that
are also works of art and working
with his teen apprentices who
spend weekends painting murals
with him.
Flatmo used his passion for art
to put himself through school in
the early 1980s.
He designed and painted store

wind
banners,
ow
poster
s,
s and did

any other Jobs he could find.
“T would do anything,” Flatmo
recalls. “Some months I only made
$100.”

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

An art class at College of the
Redwoods, taught by Jere Smith.

“opened my eyes to the art business,” Flatmo said. “We hada class

project to design our own-logo. I
put the O from Flatmo together
with the G in Graphics and came
up with a composition
for
Flatmographics.”
Flatmo said he really liked that
logo and the different-sounding
name. With money he saved,

Flatmo had his logo printed on
1,000 business cards.

“T thought I could hand them
out to drum up business while |
painted signs on the side.” Flatmo
said,
His first large mural was the out-

See Flatmo, pagel9

Arts in Humboldt
Add
ing $7 million to economy

By Mike Camara
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS EDITOR

Arts and cultural organizations
contributed more than $7 million to the North Coast economy
in 1996.
According to three newly-released surveys, the arts are alive
and well on the North Coast.
The three surveys
were funded
by the Lila Wallace-Reader’s Digest fund. They looked into the
nature and degree of local participation in cultural activities. The
surveys concentrated on artists.
arts and cultural organizations as

well as the general public.
The results of the surveys were
released Monday.

MEL HUNT/LUMBERJACK STAFF
Duane Flatmo donates his time and artistic talent for charity at
Pastels o n the Plaza.

The

surveys concluded that 61

EDITOR

Town

By Mel Hunt
LUMBERJACK STAFF

CAMARA/

percent of Humboldt

County

residents attend a play, concert
or film at least once every three
months.
During the same time period
53 percent said they visit a museum, art exhibit or library.
Over 18 percent of Huboldt
County residents said they are
actively involved in the arts as an
artist, actor, danc
or musici
eran.

“These figures are remarkable

because

they are not true in most

parts of the country.” said Peter
Pennekamp,

executive

director

ofthe Humboldt Area Foundation. “Theamountofmonethat
y
the arts contribute to the local
economy 1s an understatement

See Art, page20
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t's a family affair
Groth family artists show work at Reese Bullen Gallery
By Alicia Jack
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A similar love and talent for art
runs in the blood of the members
of the Groth family.
The family of artists consists of

the late Bruno Groth, Nita Groth,
and their children, Ninaand David
Groth.

The Groth family’s work was on
display in the Reese Bullen Gal-

lery through Oct. 8.
The

exhibit

featured

pieces

of

various medium, including acrylics and watercolors by Nina and
wood carvings by Bruno and
David. Stone carvings by David
were also on display, as well as

several pieces of jewelry, collaborated on by David and his partner
Louise Alger.

Bruno and Nita always encouraged David and Nina to cultivate
their artistic sides, Nina said.
Nina remembers painting rocks
when she was a child. She disliked
the rigidity of her high school art
classes, and didn’t take another art
class until she was a student at
Humboldt
State in the early 1970s.
“T had a resistance to it,” Nina
said about a watercolor class she

once took. The techniques that she
uses in her large-scale watercolors
featured in the exhibit are self

taught.
“Stretching the limits of the medium and the way it is used is excit-

ing,” Nina said. She mixed acrylics and watercolors for some of the

T
DEIRDRE ROSS/LUMBERJACKSAFF

Members of the Groth family answered questions at Reese Bullen
Gallery on Oct.8. From left: Louise Alger, David Groth and Nina Groth
pieces in the exhibit. “I was just
dogmaticabout using watercolors.

{ didn’t believe in using mixed
media. Mixing acrylics with watercolor opened up another realm to
explore.”

David also appreciates the excitement that comes with stretch-

ing the limits of art.
Bruno taught
David how to carve
bowls out of wood. David took ita
step further. “I only saw bowls.
What are people not doing out
there that | can do? I stretched the
bowls into sculptural shapes.”
David notices that during his
artistic process, the pieces take on

other qualities that help him recognize what he wants to accomplish with the piece.

He feels pieces that are thought
out intellectually beforehand are
boring. David is satisfied with a
piece when he knows that it was
created with intuition.

you work on it, and then an intultive process begins.”
David said he realizes that he
used his intuition in a piece only
after it is completed.
David was attracted to Alger’s

work with jewelry because it reminded him of his own love for
carving.
“T saw the rings she made and
thought, Oh, wow, these are little
your
puton s
thatyouure
tiny sculpt

fingers,” he said.
David

carves

the

stones

for

the
Alger’s jewelry and she designs
pieces and sets the stones.
‘ Alger deseribes herselfas a self-

taught jeweler.
“It’s something I have a knack

for,” Alger said. “Building a piece
is like building a house for the
stone. You need a strong structure.”

jewAlger, who has been making
elry for 21 years, enjoys working

“You begin a piece and are ex-

with David’s stone carvings. “They

cited about the idea,” David said.

give the jewelry another dimension,” she said.

“Day after day, month after month

DEIRDRE ROSS/LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Butterfly” black wainut sculpture by Bruno Groth 1984 (above) “Untitled” wood sculpture by Bruno Groth(right).
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lan Thomas McDonald working on the pottery wheel.

Getting on track
Student explores repetition in pottery
By Carla Martinez
LUMBERJACK STAFF
COURTESY OF

DUANE FLATMO

Duane Flatmo and the “Rural Burl Mural Bureau” at the conclusion of a mural in Eureka. From left: Mike

Anderson, Ely Martin, Jake Mondragon ,Josanna Moor, Josh Payne and Duane Flatmo.

Flatmo: Helping youth through painting murals
‘Continued from page 17
door scene on the side of Bucksport
Sporting Goods in Eureka.
“In 1984 Ralph Rice, owner of
Bucksport, wanted to redo the
store sign with a new graphic,”
Flatmo said. “He showed it to me

and asked, ‘can you do this?’ I
looked at him and said, ‘well, it’s

all right, you know, I probably
could’.”
Flatmo learned a technique in
high school where a picture can be

superimposed witha grid and then
enlarged by treating each grid
square as a separate picture.
“I chalk-lined the side of the
building and then made the same
number
of grid lines on the photo,”
he said. “It worked great.”
Since then, Flatmo has designed
and painted about 20 murals in,
Humboldt County.
“The folks at Los Bagels in
Arcata saw the Bucksport mural
and they called me. That was the
second one,” Flatmo said. “From
there it just snowballed.”

He gotanother
big job at Yakima
Corporation in Arcata doing several walls in their lobby using his

“whimsical cubist style” that he

was developing.
His passion for mechanics combined with three-dimensional art
led him to enter the Kinetic Sculpture Race in 1982. He has been in
every one since then. He met Bob
Pusey, owner of Calistoga Sparkling Water, who offered to sponsor Flatmo and his artwork-onwheels.
“We won the race in 88 and
again in ’91,” he boasts. “We received art awards in ’84, ’85, ’86,
°87, and.’89.”
In 1993, Flatmo became an art-

ist-in-residence at the Ink People,
a support organization for local
artists. Working with young
people, some of whom are considered at-risk, his teaching style is
more peer-to-peer than an adult
authority figure directing students.
“The kids love him. Heisawon-

Eureka Main Street Program and
Eureka Arts & Culture Commission are co-partners.
His apprentices named the
group the “Rural Burl Mural Bureau,” a mouthful that sometimes

doesn’t come out quite right. The
group, which consists of five to 15
members in their late teens and
early twenties, meets at the Ink
People, Eureka Muni building,

from. 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday
and Sunday.

Every morning starts early for
HSU
senior lan Thomas
McDonald. There is much art to
be made.
McDonald creates sculptures
out of clay by using a potter’s

more work done for his next

exhibit at Ink People in Eureka
from March

7 to March

28,

1998.

In his work he sees the
themes of movement and sta- -

bility. Before coming to HSU,
McDonald

was a student for

wheel in a workspace here on

two years at the Art Institute in
Chicago. He says he is com-

campus. In addition to his studio
work, he is a teacher’s assistant

fortable here, the pace being
more relaxed.

for two of the beginning ceramics
“Itwas crazy in Chicago,
you
classes.
always had to be somewhere
“He’s very skillful at throwing . doing something.”
at the potters wheel. He’s espeMcDonald employs a subcially helpful and very good at stantial amount repetition in
teaching people how to do it,”
his work.
said Lou Marak, ceramics pro“] think repetition says a lot
fessor.
of things, the way people use
McDonald and his clay sculpfigures of speech, or say ‘etcettures were featured ina display in
era etcetera,” McDonald said.
the foyer of the art building two
See pottery, page20
weeks ago. And now heis getting

According to Maynard, one of

his protégés who recently relocated from Southern California
had attempted suicide. On the
one-year anniversary of that attempt he wrote a card to Flatmo
saying, “Thanks so much. I’ve
never thought about [suicide]
since being in your program.”
“You

know,

that was

pretty

derful role model for them,” said

powerful,” Maynard said.

Libby Maynard, executive director of the Ink People. “His morals
and ethics are superb — just what
young people need in this weird
world today.”
According to Maynard, funding
for the artist-in-residence program
comes froma California Arts Council grant. The Ink People, City of

Flatmographics has grown to
include beer labels and package
designs for Lost Coast Brewery
and Humboldt Brewery. He is
currently sketching concepts fora
family entertainment center in
Indio, Calif: and he plans to spend
the entire month of January there
painting it.

ADAM CONLEY /LUMBERJACK STAFF

Art in progress, these bowls will be joined together to form
representations of wheels for traintracks by lan Thomas McDonald.
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“It’s challenging to
me. If it was easy, it

* Continued from page 19
“There is a lot of meaning there.’

9

His latest project is going to be

wouldn’t be fun.”

train tracks. More than 36 separate
pieces that will come together and

take up space horizontally, rather

IAN THOMAS MCDONA
LD

than vertically like a statue on a

Student Artist

‘This happens by adding differen
t

pedestal. Viewers will get involved
by having to walk around it, ac-

textures, such as running
a fork
along the bowl before it js fire
d, or

cording to McDonald.
McDonald
may be his own worst

by using glazes that would he toxic

critic, but he feels it might
be better

if used to transport food.
[tis no longer a bowl. especi
ally
after he joins two pieces and turn
s

for him not to attain perfection.

“It’s challenging to me. Ifit was

them on their sides. They are now

easy,
it wouldn’t be fun. [am one of
my harshest critics,” McDonald
said. “If I were to ever be completely satisfied, or perfect, I’d be
done.”
ADAM CONLEY /LUMBERJACK
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He ts tinkering with the idea of
making functional
pieces of ceram-

STAFF

lan Thomas McDonald checks the temperature
of the kiln in the HSU art depar tment pottery studio.

ics—suchas bowls— unfunctional.
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| Gower girl turned lady
Poor woman

learns social graces in ‘Pygmalion’

By Stephanie Dueser

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Pillars and walls tower over the stage on the set of
“Pygmalion.” But the leading lady’s staunch determination
steals the show.

“The play itself is a metaphor for why we’re all here (at

HSU) — to better ourselves and our lives,” said director

Jack Cloyd, theater arts graduate student.
In the romantic comedy Eliza Doolittle is a flower girl
doomed to a life of poverty. Educated folks disrespect her
because she speaks like a cockney, a London street person.
Professor Henry Higgins, an eccentric speech teacher,
insults her and Doolittle seizes the day. She hires him to
teach her to speak like a proper lady.
Doolittle resolves to rise above her name. She will do
anything to be a lady — a lady with a flower shop.
“This is a great comment on the social classes,” Cloyd
said. “Eliza’s poor and she’s dirty but she’s got this incredible spirit within her.”
The playwright George Bernard Shaw was a revolutionary lecturer who supported the rights of women and labor.
He believed in the power of the human spirit, in the survival
of those who will to be fit.
“Pygmalion’s” message applies to everyone, Cloyd said.

“Fliza Doolittle realizes that yes, she speaks better, she’s
wearing nicer clothes, but the lady was inside of her the

whole time,” Cloyd said. “She realized you’re not a lady
because of the way you act, but how people treat you.
“J think the message here is thatwe need to really lookinto
our hearts and see how we’re treating people.”
Cloyd has a bachelor of arts in acting from San Diego

State, a master of arts in directing from Cal State L.A. and 15

years of world travel as a musician to go on.

“Pygmalion” is Cloyd’s thesis project and his first production featured at the Van Duzer Theatre.
“We're playing to almost 800 people so everything has to
be bigger to fill up the stage,” Cloyd said. “I love big shows.
I’m a big show director at heart.”
Designers created a colorful and bright production using
costumes, sets and lights. Actors will “fill the room” with big
voices and movements.
Snobby aristocrats in stiff skirts and miserable street
people will revive the 1800s on stage. But the main charac-

ters defy their era.
“Eliza reaches a state of equilibrium with Higgins and
then surpasses him,” Cloyd said. “She becomes this magnificent specimen of womanhood.”
“You see the respect that all of the women have individu-

ally for themselves,” said Venus Garcia, theater arts fresh-

man who plays Doolittle.
and feels it is her
“Mrs. Higgins expresses her opinion
God-given right to say what she wants to,” said Rebecca
Nichols, third year theater arts student who plays Higgins’
mother.

A man can do what Doolittle did too, Cloyd said.
“Wouldn’t it be fun to see the roles reversed in this
show?” he said. “Henrietta” Higgins would transform “Eh”
Doolittle from a gutter snipe into a prince.
Pygmalion is full of relationships like rich-poor, teacherstudent and peer-peer.
“People see the depths of these relationships and the

energy and the chemistry between these people and they
relate to it in their own way,” Cloyd said.
Questions of morality hover over “Pygmalion.”

__Tsit right to pull Doolittle from the streets and throw her
into a ready-made society? Is this a veiled argument for

genetic engineering?

“You have to be careful not to go too far into the realm of

creating the master race,” Cloyd said. “That’s not what

ne

ERIN CASSIDY /CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

sal of the production “Pygmalion.”.
Students Ryan Hanning and Venus Garcia working on a scene during adress rehear
we're doing.”
Shaw’s intentions can only be studied, but HSU’s cast
and crew clearly intend to keep the audience with them
every step of the way.
The curtain will remain open during scene changes to
include the audience.

Crew members dressed as London street people will roll

walls on wheels in and out to the sound ofan audio track.

“We're going to break ‘the fourth wall of the theater,’ —
the wall that separates the audience from the action,” Cloyd

said.

A barrieractors had to break was mastery of the ways their

characters speak. Dialects are fun, said Garcia and Nichols,

but must be perfect.

“Half-baked is no good,” Nichols said.
“It’s the whole Kevin Costner and Robin Hood thing,”

Garcia said. “The accent should add to the character.”
Garcia has performed with “Images: Theater for Young
Hearts and Minds.” The troupe toured Southern California
for 10 months with scenes on topics like child sexual abuse

and HIV/AIDS.

Garcia did not expect to play a lead ina main bill her first

See Pygmalion, page 28
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Higher ground
By Peter Sciacca

Sitar player Kartik Seshadri said playing
helps him explore deep aspects of bal

%4

Concert Information

SCENE EDITOR

When: Saturday, 8 p.m.
For
sitar
virtuoso
Kartik
Seshadri the music he performs
transcends the physical world.
“It’s not merely an activity of

Where: Kate Buchanan Room

Ticket Prices: $15 general, $10
students

pleasure, it’s also a spiritual en-

deavor,” he said ina phone inter-

view from San Diego. “It helps me
to explore deep aspects of my being.”

Seshadri’s exploration began at
an early age.

“My father started teaching me
to play at five,” he said. “I remember going to the music room in our

house when my father was taking

lessons.
“T fell in love with it.”

A year later Seshadri was already
performing at his first major recital

and considered a prodigy by crit-

ics and fellow Indian musicians.
The attention that Seshadri
gained for his playing prompted
world-renowned sitar player Ravi
Shankar to drop by his home in

Hyderabad, India in 1965.

“I was about 10 when I met
Ravi,” Seshadri said. “He came to
my house because I wanted to meet
himand he wanted to hearme play.
“It was a dream come true.”
—ounce then, Seshadrihas became

Shankar’s top student and a close

friend.
“It has been a great honor to
havea close relationship with him,”

Seshadri said. “Our bond goes
beyond words.
“He has given the gift of music to
me. It has been my aspiration to
play like him.”
Seshadri said listening to several other famous Indian musicians
has also helped to shape his style.
“Many of them came by my
house to play with my father and I
while I was growing up,” he said.
Seshadri’s music is
firmly rooted in the
Senia
and
Dhrupad
stylesof
North

See Seshadri, page 26 *'

itl

Saturday, October 18
Kate Buchanan Room, 8pm
$15 General
PICS

Cwm yy Thycs

A star disciple of Ravi Shankar.
One of India’s leading musical

Tce

*

Indian classical music. Each of
these styles was developed by
2

Music from India!

Kartik
oY lae

Kartik Seshadri is
Ravi Shankar’s top student
and a close friend. At the
age of six he was already
considered a prodigy by
critics and peers.

Tce

“
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XTERM el)
Christian McBride
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tell

Sunday, October 26
Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
$17 General
$13 Students & Seniors

em yet Cy
MST
ee
rhythms combined with
Passionate poetic TUE) a
UD
Cm
co
exotic instruments.

ATE ATTY ad
CUT TELM
ev UE ACT Tr
$15 Students & Seniors
Hot jazz!

Coming Soon:
11/5

Blues Summit
Charles Brown,
Saffire & Alvin

Youngblood Hart
SPONSORED BY

NORTH SOLES
Bad teley
a
Ura

em)

C0)

att)

Extravaganza!
SPONSORED
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BY

-
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11/3 JUST ADDED!
Bruce Cockburn
11/18 David Grisman
Quintet

PASTS)
www. humboldt.edu/~ carts
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Joshua Ce

The Trio |
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“A brew with a view.’
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OCT. 17
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SS
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SATURDAY
OcT.

IS

* Nightly Dinner Specials
* Happy Hour 4 - 6p.m.
¢ WEDNESDAY: Live Jazz
* Pool Tables
* FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS: Live Dance Music
* MONDAY: Acoustic Talent Night

BRETELL
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a
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.
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ee
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PHOTO COURTESY OF KEVIN
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David Valdez performed with motown groups The Four Tops and The Drifters while living in Boston.

Sax player to blow high
energy jazz in Depot
By Heather Crosby

He said he began playing the
saxophone when he was 8 years
old because he liked its appearance.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

When: Tuesday, 9 p.m.
The

HSU

Depot

offers

more

than a place to get a warm cup of
coffee on Tuesday nights in October. As part of Center Arts’ “Locals only” free concert series saxo-

Where: Depot

“It looked really cool,” Valdez

Ticket Prices: no cover charge

phonist David Valdez will bring a
cup-o-jazz next Tuesday.

performance will be filled with

Kelly Caldwell, an HSU broad-

porating many different jazz styles
with a hip-hop rhythm.”
Two players from the Orbitones,

cast journalism graduate has organized the free concert series for

four semesters. Every Tuesday in
October from 9 to 1] p.m. an area

band will perform for all ages in a
smoke free environment.
Valdez, who has been called

“the best technical jazz player in
Arcata,” will perform with six HSU
music students in the Depot.

Valdez said the Tuesday night
22S

See

SRT

“creative high energy music incor-

drummer
Joe Nagy and bassist Matt
Robinson, will perform with
Valdez Tuesday night.

He

has

played

with

the

Oribtones for the past few months
and has led the band Caldera
Nueva
for a year and a half.

Valdez hasa musical
history that
is as diverse as his talents.
FATT
OD IERIE

“(The performance will incorporate) many

different jazz styles with a hip-hop rhythm.”
DAVID VALDEZ

area saxaphonist

said. “It had the most keys and
buttons.”
After many years of playing, his
musical interests progressed in
college when he attended Berkeley
from 1985 to 1989.
He majored in music and did
notcomplete his degree but gained
more experience by performing
with the band Either Orchestra in
college.

The time Valdez spent in Boston proved to be rewarding and
beneficial to his career. He performed with the motown groups
The Four Tops and The Drifters.
Since then he has played with
John Madeski of Madeski, Martin
and

Wood

and

guitarist

Charhe

Hunter.

Joe

Henderson

and

Charlie

See Valdez, page 26

PLEASURE
CENTER
Under New Management
Leather Lingerie « Leather Levis © Vamp Wear «
Body Piercing « Erotic Toys e Oils & Lotions «
Artwork e Books, Videos & CDs
We offer the finest jewelry:
Gauntlet, Penumbra & Lucky
442-5610

822-1702

Eureka

Arcata

320 2nd Street

1731

G St., Suite D

Imperiale Square
Northtown
Open 7 days: Monday-Thursday. 12-8
Eda dtutciey, 12-9
Sunday. 12-5

Visit our web site at http://www.sexual center.com/ _
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“U-Turn”
Phoenix Pictures
Director: Oliver Stone
Lead Actors

Sean Penn,

eS

Jennifer Lopez, Nick Nolte

By Michelle Teets
LUMBERJACK STAFF

A wrong turn leads to the end of the road fora young man
in the new movie “U-Turn.”

Bobby Cooper (Sean Penn) was just an ordinary small-

time gambler, that is until he found himself $30,000 in debt
thanks to his gambling addiction.

After being severely beaten by Russian gangsters trying to
collect the money, Cooper leaves for
Las Vegas to pay off the debt.
Everything seems to be going
smoothly until Cooper’s car

breaks down in the middle of
the desert. With nowhere else to
go, Cooper winds up in the

tiny, hick-infested town of
Superior, Ariz. Pulling into

the town’s only gas station, Bobby Cooper has no idea how
much this pit-stop is going to ruin the rest of his day.
Darrell (Billy Bob Thornton) is the owner of the gas
station. Darrell, a slow-witted (and even slower working)
PHOTO

COU

He

i

PHOTO COURTESY OFTRISTAR PICTURES
SeanPenn gets caught in a web of sex, greed and murder.

atl
OF TRISTAR PICTURES

See U-Turn, page 27.

Jennifer Lopez plays the wife of an older, devious man.

EVERY TUESDAY

IN OCTOBER:

@®ktoberfest !
:S

SPECIAL

Anderson Valley Oktoberfest
$1.50 glass / $2.50 pint / $6.50 pitcher

|
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Plus: Becks
& St. Pauli Girl Bottles $2.25
:

is

mother

is

Da

LS

:

Peppermint Schnapps $1.75
:
.50
Rumpleminz $3.00 Goldschlager $2

EVERY WEDNESDAY:
75 ¢ Tap BEER PROGRESSIVE!

6

16 taps starting at 8 pm

THU_ RSD. AY2>C NIGBEEHTR! SPECIAL

GREYBOY ALLSTARS

|

Sunday, December 7 / Kate Buchanan Room, 8pm

y's

Bud & Henry's

8-9pm

8-9

Devil Mtn Ale 11 pm - Midnight
|
|
9pm - 11pm
:
1/2 liter Hooters, Teas, & Margaritas $3.50

Er

|

—s

EMERY Eta
I
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ed Teas
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iu : iL p

EVERY SATURDAY:
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ARCATA’S BEST LATE NITE HAPPY-HOUR !
Discounts on 16 draft beers & bottle beers |!
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‘On such a timeless flight ...

‘Rocket Man‘ is long trip to Mars

“Rocket Man”

Walt Disney Pictures
Directed by Stuart Gillard
Harland Williams, Jessica Lundy

and William Sadler
x

535 5th

By AliciaJack

444-CLUB

OCTOBER
HEADLINERS

The usually serious subject of
space travel has received a humor- .
ously lighthearted facelift in the
Disney movie “Rocket Man.”
Though tiresome at times, the
comedic aspect of the film is what
transforms an otherwise boring
hour and a half into a relatively
enjoyable one.
NASA is preparing for its first
manned mission to Mars. For some
unexplained reason only two
people in the world have the qualifications to use the ship’s navigational computer. One of the aspir| ingastronauts, Gordon A. Peacock

cialist Julie Ford (Jessica Lundy),

are leery about putting their lives
and the success of the mission into
Fred’s bumbling hands. They are
joined on the space mission

by

Aquabats
1

NASA. As one young-

humans can not go.

ster commented
loudlyin the theater after Randall
engages in a series of

What Randall
lacks in social
graceand stylehe
makes up for in &

mishaps,
an
. “What

aga

computer genius.
He also has a

slightly unhealthy obsession with
space and a preoccupation with
the idea that there is life on Mars.

~ idiot.”
The trio set off
for the red planet, which would

$7 at the door.

Everyone Is welcome.
Doors open 7:00 p.m.

take eight months to reach. During
this period, the astronauts are re-

quired to engage in “hyper-sleep.”
Precocious Ulysses steals Randall’s
sleeping chamber which forces him
to stay awake while his other flight
mates are enjoying an extended

MousTs
HALLOWEEN
PARTY!

siesta.
Randall has no books, music,

Friday, Oct 31

intoxicants, televisionand nobody
else to occupy his short attention
span. He proceeds to go off the
deep end, finger-painting with the

Exotic
Erotic
Halloween
Masquerade
Ball

See Rocket Man, page 28

Prizes, surprises and more. An
annual tradition...The biggest
Halloween party!

Help us celebrate our Ist anniversary!

Explorations :n

The

Afro-Cuban Dance & Drum

Arcata

FRIDAYS:
POWER 96.3 PRESENTS:

Workshops

ae
PARTY

A

18 and over, $3 before 11:00 p.m.

featuring

Dancing & drink specials.
Open until 3:00 a.m.

Cuban dance instructor

SATURDAYS:

J6ése Francrsco

ite aR

Barroso

*

18 and over. LIVE country music with

On

with live drum and
voice accompaniment!

Compost Mountain Ooys

Saturday and Sundayschedule (all skill levels welcome]:
Orisha 10:30.a.m.-2p.m. ¢ Haitano 12:30 p.m. - 2 p.m.

Rick O'Keefe & Bbeti Wauth

Location: HSU Forbes Complex, room | 26

‘Celebration Hail

Fee: $15 per workshop; discount available for a full weekend package.

Register early; space is limited.
He WK Ie
Office of Extended Education, Humboldt State University # Arcata, CA 95521-8299 PH
(707) 826-3731 # FAX (707} 826-5885 * Email: extended@laurel humboldt.edu
DEK

DK

DM

DKK

DEC

DR-DE

DEC

DEE

Saturday,
%

IEICE

The Roadmasters

lap

Sat., November 1 & Sun., November 2, 19917

DEC

aM LH

CLUB
a
Fr

who will teach HAITIANO
and ORISHA dance forms

DEE

addies

Tickets: $6 in advance;

Fred Z. Randall (Harland Williams) and his cohort Ulysses go on a whacky mission to Mars in “Rocket Man.”
During his pre-flight training
Ulysses, a chimpanzee who is
Randall uses comments like,
trained to hunt for
“Sweet Alaskan asparagus
;
rock samples on
tips” to communicate his
Mars that are tucked On film
pleasure with working for
Bw
away in places where

ae Code

a

Live surf/SKA.

PHOTO COURTESY OF DISNEY ENTERPRISES

EDIE DIE PIE PICK

Dance

a ae

RTTLs

October

18, 8 p.m.

Tickets $8, 2 for $15
Available at the Works, The Eye & Wildwood Music

Saturday

nights.

18-20: $5; $4 21 and over cover.
Doors open

9:00 p.m.

Open until 3:00 a.m.

SUNDAYS:
CLUB
mdici aS
18 and over. $4 Alternative lifestyles
night. Doors open
1997

rder.

art

© NCAA

CTURES

| (Blake Boyd), wimps out during
his pre-flight tests. This leaves the
dorky-yet-endearing designer of
the operating system, Fred Z.
Randall (Harland Williams), in
control of the mission.
. Due to Randall’s periodical displays of immaturity and rudeness,
his fellow space adventurers, Commander “Wild Bill” Overbeck
(William Sadler) and Mission Spe-

¢ Eureka

° clubwestonline.com

9:00 p.m.

Call 444-CLUB
for show info.

Call 444-2624
To charge tickets by phone.
Ticket locations: The Works, Eureka/
Arcata; Wildhorse CDs & Tapes,
Garberville; People's Records, Arcata
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Seshadri: Music is based on complex beats
- Continued from page 22

“People gai
something spiritual
in their own lives
through Indian
music.”
WE PLAY EXCITING:
HIGH STAKES INDIAN BINGO
EVERY WEDNESDAY - SUNDAY
WIN CARS, CASH & PRIZES
BIG $$$ PROGRESSIVE BINGO
SPECIAL GAMES PLAYED TOO

KARTIK SESHADRI

sitar player
(101 NORTH)
TRINIDAD
1 MILE
SOUTH ON

CARDROOM FUN EVERY DAY!

SCENIC

SPECIAL & NO-LIMIT TOURNEYS
JACKPOT "21," OMAHA,
TEXAS HOLD'EM, HI/LO & OTHERS

:
TRINIDAD

EXIT

DRIVE

VIDEO SLOTS/POKER:
BIG PROGESSIVE JACKPOTS
NICKELS TO DOLLAR MACHINES
HUNGRY?
DELI DINER OPENS DAILY @ 11 AM

ARCATA

OPEN:
7 DAYS -Wed. 11 a.m. (24 hours) - Sun. 2 a.m.

a different guru.
“Dhrupad musicis deeply systematic and soulful,” he said. “It

uses complicated beat cycles.”
Seshadri said playing the sitar
is a non-stop learning experience.
“I think I’m growing every
time I pick up the sitar,” he said.
“The instrument creates such an
endless world of possibilities.”
Seshadri is working on a release due out in late October
titled “Celebrations.” It is being
recorded in San Diego.

“It is in honor of India’s 50th
year of Independence,” he said.

“I convey two different moods

throughit— A romantic feel that
PHOTO COURTESY OF BOB BRETELL
is lively and a prayerful feel that
Kartik Seshadri’s performances are completely improvisational.
is more contemplative.”
Seshadri said he enjoys being
able to travel around the world — “completely improvisational.”
hammer to the tonic note of the
introducing Indian music to new
“It is not based on written musitar and the left is a bass drum
groups of people.
sic,” he said. “Everything you will
that creates different inflections.
“People gain something spirihear at the concert is spur of the
Kartik Seshadri’s Saturday
tual in their own lives through
moment.”
performance at the Kate
Indian music,” he said. “It
Seshadri will be accompanied
Buchanan Room will begin at 8
touches people in a way that
by tabla player Arup Chatterjee.
p.m. Tickets are $15 general,
. speaks of human concerns.”
The tabla is a two-piece drum.
$10 students. For more inforSeshadri said his music is
The right drum is tuned with a mation call 826-3928.

Valdez: musician wants to change his style
* Continued from page 26

For casual chinese cuisine
or take-out
WE HAVE THE LARGEST
VEGETARIAN MENU IN TOWN!

*SZECHUAN

822-6105
on the
Arcata Plaza

° HUNAN

All major credit cards
accepted.

@ MANDARIN

who he considers to be “great jazz

composers that use interesting harmonies.”

pressure test

cap and radiator, check hoses, adjust belts if
if needed, check wipers and washers.

Open 11 am to 10 p.m. daily
Weekends open at noon.

==

2
7
5
$
McCrea Nissan
Mlle,

style of jazz,” Valdez said.
But in the future he hopes to
add more ofa flamenco style with
a steel drum.
signing a record deal, it has recorded a demo tape and is shopping around to try to record

Check heater & A/C operation, service cooling

system with one gallon of coolant,

“In Caldera Nueva we use a
pretty unique Latin percussion

As for the band’s pursuits in

Fall Check-up

761 8th St.

Additional parking at
7th St. entrance
3 CANTON

Parker are some of his influences.
He also plays cover songs from

Wayne Shorterand
Joe Henderson

through DVD technology.
Digital Video Disc or DVD
technology allows recording of
audioas wellas CD-ROM applications to be accessed on the
same disc.
Plans for the future involve a

slight change in style of music.
Valdez said he wants to con-

tinue to focus on the Latin style
while keeping it open for change
to different styles. Caldera Nueva

may expand to a samba jazz fu-

0p of 7H

GBHSt., Eureka

442-1741

sion band by addinga trombone.
Untilarecord is released, look
for Valdez playing at the
Jambalya with the Orbitones or
with Caldera Nueva at the end of
the month.
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U-Turn: Disturbing movie has many bizarre twists and turns

SS)

~arthshine

Productions

Presents &y

Sth

Streets

Eureka

» Continued from page 24
mechanic with a big, greasy beer belly and
black teeth, agrees to fix the broken radiator
hose in Cooper’ s 1964 1/2 Mustang. Leaving

the car with Darrell, Cooper walks into town
for a cold drink.

But when Cooper meets the beautiful Grace

McKenna (Jennifer Lopez) and her older, powerful husband Jake McKenna (Nick Nolte) he

becomes trapped in a web of sex, greed and
murder.

A complex series of events follows.

debt.

Then Cooper falls in love with Grace, even

Saturday,

*

Oct. 18, 1997

-Ever

though she is married,

Popular-

ae

Finally, Jake asks Cooper to kill Grace for
him, and in return Jake promises to pay Coo-

att

D.J.

per thousands of dollars.
Asifthese twists and turns were not enough,

de
18

the movie gets even more bizarre when Grace

&

Over:

All

&

SS

at

the

day,

Oct.

South

These events make the first half ofthe movie

David

Acapulco

Doors

asks Cooper to kill Jake.

Music

African

Styles

9pm-1:30am
door

25,

Mbaqanga

plus

speci.

quests

Oe 2
18

&

Doors

Over:

World

8pm/

ELEY

Director Oliver Stone uses some unusual
camera angles to try to capitalize on the overall
weirdness of the movie. The slightly blurry
pictures and extreme close-ups of the charac-

I
44

Heavy

1997

Rockers

als

plus special guests: hed ‘pe:
All

Ages:

Doors

Heavy

8pm/

Punk/

Show

Metal

9pm

SPIVPAAaAw/sSiSDoor

The bright spot in this movie is the acting.
Sean Penn is perfect as the almost emotionless
Bobby, Jennifer Lopez is sweet yet deceiving
as Grace and Nick Nolte is the epitome of the
dirty old man as Jake.

Coming

PHOTO COURTESY OF TRISTAR PICTURES

“U-Turn’s” all star supporting cast clockwise from top left: Billy Bob Thornton (Darrell),
Nick Nolte (Jake), Powers Booth (Virgil) and Jon Voight (Blind Man).
Tucker.
“U-Turn” was intended to be a dark comedy and some parts ofit really are funny. In the

Some standout performances were also given

by Billy Bob Thornton as Darrell and Joaquin
Phoenix as the town trouble-maker Toby N.

end, however, itis a movie that is more disgusting than funny and could be enough to give
some adults nightmares for weeks.

Soon:

Oct.29: Edgar Winter Group
Oct.31: 2nd Annual Halloween Bal

Nov.t: LATIN MUSIC NIGHT
Nov.3: Sugarhill pare
Nov.G: Taylor Da

Nov.7&8:

Lonqgbeach

Weekly

Dub Al tars

Events

net Mondays

ALI

.

es

Doors

HUMBOLDT TATTOO & BODY PIERCING

ga®

Fe,

Nigh

onday

ootba
K$1 Smug's Pizza Slices/

ith

9pm

Uct 28,

Old School

ters’ faces are amusing at first, but soon become
tiresome and distracting.

> to

Beat

Show

SIZAdMIw/SFiASDoor

the movie.

ea
ion

1997
Reggae

PVE CEN ela

very interesting and intriguing, but the last half
of the movie seems to just fall apart. A series of
pointless, gruesome murders and graphic sex
scenes make for a more-than-disturbing end to

)I'~

F

OcTORER
CiVE CONCERTS

to get his car back from Darrell and pay his

al,

&

Hotline:443-HEFE * www.hefes.com

First, Cooper loses all his money ina grocery
store robbery. Because of this, he can not pay

it

$2 Pints*

Welcome

5:30pm/Game

anna

6pm

Gat

Rep

SMOKE SHOP
Rare Lae f Recordings of past Dead showsPlus others

The Most Experienced Body
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All

Doors
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Special
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Welcome

Music
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Music
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Fest

Jam

90's R&B /Soul/ Hip Hop/Funk
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Door
$5
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Music
GQpm 1:00am
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3610 BROADWAY,

EUREKA
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(707)443-3809

1:00AM-4AM
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LAZA &> DESIG
open every day

The Plaza. Arcata = 822-7732
McKinleyville SHcEping Center a 839- 1250

Trance
Planet
/Dee
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D.J. Uphonic & Satellite
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Music
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Rocket Man: Tasteless jokes round out flick
* Continued from page 25
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pasty astronaut food and carrying
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Arcata,
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Fall Sale: Oct 31-Nov 2
Used Saxophones, Flutes, Clarinets,

Violins in all sizes
New Instructional Vid€OS:

Guitar (all

styles), Fiddle, Banjo, Percussion, Bass, and

even Accordion (Cajun & Irish & Conjunto)

OPEN SUNDAY 11-4
Mon-Ffi: !10:30-5:30 |

We Buy Used Instruments

on conversations with himself.
After the other astronauts awake

from their hibernation, they land
on Mars. Randall expresses his
excitement with the success of the

landing with the comment, “Sweet

swirling onion rings.”
With the world watching,
Overbeck is ready to be the first
man to walk on Mars. But Randall
intervenes by falling off the ladder
as he follows Overbeck down. The

more than $18,000
during a standard
Army Reserve
enlistment...

And over $7,000
if you qualify for
the Montgomery
GI Bill...

Plus if you have
or obtain a qualified student loan, you could

get help paying it off—up to $20,000—if you
train in certain specialties in specific units.
And that’s for part-time service—usually
one weekend a month plus two weeks’
Annual Training.

and vomiting.

Harland Williams, who looks
like a nerdy John Cusak, is obviously trying to utilize the combina-

a few cheap laughs and groans out

tion of slapstick comedy and low-

of an audience, not to teach them
about space travel.
This is a sci-fi flick tailored to
kids. Pretty much anyone else,
unless suffering from arrested development issues, will walk away
from “Rocket Man” with an empty
feeling.
Seeing “Rocket Man” is like expecting to be taken out to a gour-

risma of Jim Carrey, he pulls it off

the shoulders of Randall. He must

close a crucial circuit in the ship’s
navigational system to get the team

ies inspire.
The closest this movie comes to

met

restaurant

by

the. person

treated to Taco

Bell by a cousin.

Pygmalion: Play embodies beauty and truth
- Continued from page 21
semester in college.
“TI came to Humboldt with the
attitude, ‘If I get to be an extra, if]
get to be a bystander, then God

“We have a lot of new talent in
this show,” Cloyd said.

awhole production
before the eyes
of the cast and crew.

ence beauty and truth,” Cloyd said,
“This story has incredible elements

“We can just now taste the
adrenaline, like a squirrel over the
Grand Canyon going, ‘OK, give
up the nuts or die,” Nichols said.
The story is timeless — it has
been told again and again. Shaw’s
“Pygmalion” is based on the Greek
legend ofan artist whose beloved —

of both.

;

“There’s the beauty ofthe transformation of Eliza, who comes to
life before our eyes. But then also,

behind that, the truth that we can
make our lives better, that we have

the power — it’s within each of
us.

29

The last week before opening

sculpture of a beautiful woman

night the creators saw their cre-

comes to life. Itinspired the Broad-

and 23-25 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6

ation.

way musical “My Fair Lady.”
“We go to the theater to experi-

general, $3.50 ($2 Thursdays) for

Set, costumes,

make-up,

lights, sound and music meld into

IDISCoOUNW"e
IPUIRINIPPrOIRIg
WLAIRIFIELIOUSIE
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ygmalion” runs Oct.
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students and senior citizens.

October is
National AIDS

BE ALL YOU CAN BE’

of

your dreams and instead being

Think about it.
Then think about us.
[-800-235-ARMY. ext. 321

|

cheap jokes about sex, flatulence

smoothly.
This film portrays space travel
as a fun and effortless experience.
and “2001: A Space
Itis “Contact”
Odyssey” without the intelligence
or moral questions
that those mov-

Rookies and lifetime thespians
compose the 15-member cast.

You can earn

To round out the wholesomeness factor, the movie is carried by

Although Williams lacks the cha-

bless America,” she said.

WOULD $45,000+
HELP WITH COLLEGE?

blueberry.” He then proceeds to
bust out his own rendition
of “He’s
Got the Whole World in His
Hands”.
,
The plot of “Rocket Man” is
second to Randall’s antics. This
movie was made as a vehicle to get

story about space exploration.

on Mars is Randall’s exclamation,
“Tt wasn’t me.”
The team proceeds to have sev-

ens the astronauts, success lies on

world in my hands like a ripe little

havior, a wacky, goofy star and a

brow humor that made Jim Carrey
and Pee-Wee Herman so popular.

dents while exploring the planet.
d threatWhenanunpredicte
storm

is when Randall exclaims when
seeing the world from space, “It
seems like I could take the whole

that exhibits cute, human-like be-

astronauts tumble onto the planet
ina tangled heap. The first words

eral more Randall-propelled acci-

communicating the truly amazing
experience of traveling into space

home safely.
“Rocket Man” has all the necessary factors that contribute to a
good movie for kids — an animal

Month

...
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Hard work

Goalkeeper Chad Danielson got his work ethic from his siblings

mi Senior goalkeeper Chad Danielson credits much of
his success at HSU to his inspirational leader and
goalie coach Lyle Wilks.

Danielson says much of his success and work ethic came from his
six siblings. His younger brother

Those losses left Danielson with

“It’s definitely a benefit having a

a high goals-against average, but

big family and having all that
athleticism,” he said. “It’s great.

By Ben Fordham
(UMBERJACK STAFF

Forone of the top goalkeepers in
the conference, Chad Danielson’s

goalkeeper coach Lyle Wilks and
head coach Alan Exley are still call-

ing him one of the best, if not the

gloves looked pretty clean last
Wednesday against San Francisco

best goalie in the conference.

State. It was not his fault, though,
the Jacks defense just did not let

that give a false indication,” Wilks
said.

much get through on their way to
winning 3-0.

.

Against undefeated Sonoma
State on Saturday, it was a differcnt story. After they tied up the
game 1-1 early in the second half,

“We’ve given up some late goals
Danielson, who originally came
from Livermore, Calif., has been
playing at HSU for five years now.

He attributes a good portion of his
success to hard
perserverence.

work

and

Jan is now playing on the HSU
soccer team, too.

Never boring.”
Danielsonalso gives lots ofcredit
to Wilks for keeping him motivated.
“HSU’s produced a lot of great

goalies, and I think that’s directly
related to Lyle and his work ethic,
and the work ethic he puts on us,”
Danielson said. “He’s been a big

inspiration.”
Whenasked what he did to keep
Danielson
so motivated, Wilks said

“Tt pretty much takes up all your
time. It’s definitely a year-round

“Nothing magical. I just try and
keep him in a positive frame of

the season — up and down. The

thing,” he said.
He is also the team captain, and

Jacks are 3-8-0 overall and 3-3-0 in

he says that working hard is the

conference. Still, both player and
coaches have not lost sight of the
playoffs, and they got some exper!-

best way to motivate the team.

mind.”
Wilks also pointed to another
person who helps keep Danielson
on his toes.
“Besidesme havingto push him,
and him pushing himself, there’s

the Cossacks went on to score three

more goals and win 4-1.
‘This is how it has been most of

ences against tough teams in the
early season.

Danielson said he liked the challenge of playing them.
“That’s why we scheduled a
game against last year’s national
champion,

and we scheduled

a

game against Bakersfield and
they’re second in the nation,” the
22-year-old sociology senior said.
“We actually played well in those
games.”

“You try and lead by example,”
he said.

Wilks said that the extra respon-

another goalkeeper (Colin Garon)

sibility of being a team captain can
weigh especially hard on a goalie,
whoalready has lots of other things
to worry about.

that’s going to be as good as he is
someday,” he said.

players, especially younger players, look up to him. He’s one of the

Danielson is not in any danger
of losing his starting job, but having the youngsters nipping at his
heels is always a good source of
motivation to do better.
While Wilks said that Danielson
could easily play semi-professional

hardest workers, if not the hardest
worker, we’ve ever had here.”

or professional ball somewhere,
Danielson said he is more inter-

“Tt can be a distraction (being
team captain), but he’s done really
well,” Wilks said. “A lot of the

ERIN CASSIDY / CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

Goalkeeper Chad Danielson posted his second shutout of the season
in the ‘Jacks 3-0 victory over San Francisco State last Wednesday.
ested in going to culinary school

and someday opening his own res‘taurant.

“(It’s) long hours, but if you enjoy it, you mightas well go after it,”
he said.

Thomas pumps up
HSU volleyball team
Mi Sophomore middle blocker Maegan Thomas is
among the NCAC conference leaders in kill
percentage and blocks.
By Stephen Kraynick

“Basically I try to bring enthusi-

LUMBERJACK STAFF

asm on the court and pump up the
team.”
Thomas is ranked seventh in the

Standing

six feet tall, Maegan

Thomas is more than just a physically imposing figure on the vol-

with 120 kills and is fourth in the

leyball court, she can be down right

NCAC in block percentage (0.80)

dominating.

with 37 blocks to her credit.

Thomas, a sophomore middle
blocker, is among the Northern

California

STEPHEN KRAYNICK

/ LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Sophomore Maegan Thomas is second in the NCAC conference with a blocks per game average of 0.88.

Athletic

Conference

bests in kill percentage and blocks.
“My roll on the team is to block
opposing shots and put the ball

away for a point.” Thomas said.

NCAC

in kill percentage

(.231)

Killing the ball is one of her favorite parts on offense.
“A kill is when you put the ball
away with a smart, powerful shot
ora well placed tip where the op-

See Thomas, page 32
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goals in the 4-1 defeat. The *Jacks
fell to 3-2-0 in conference and 3-70 overall.
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$1.00 Off
Any Hamburger

Women’s team suffers

first conference loss
The women’s soccer team suffered its first conference loss of the

with Coupon.
HSU football team loses

its first ever CFA game

After Study Hall Special

The HSU football team was de-

- Humboldt County's Own
Family Restaurants
& Dessert Shoppes

10 Burgers from Which to Choose.
Coupon Not Good with any other offer

Expires 10/31/97

feated in its first conference game
this season.
Western Washington scored the

game’s first 45 points. The ‘Jacks

ee

ee

were able to score with 1:47 remaining in the game to avoid being
shut out. The final score was 45-7.

season against Sonoma State on
Saturday after soundly beating San
Francisco State last Wednesday.
Hats off to freshman Marsha

Texiera who scored three goals
against San

Francisco

State last

Wednesday in the ’Jacks 4-2 victory.

Unable to reproduce the feat in
the loss to Sonoma, Texiera and

the ‘Jacks were subject to a stifling
Cossacks defense. HSU

was out

shot in the game 15-8 and lost 2-1.

The game was the “Jacks first
~

ever in the Columbia Football As-

sociation, which the team joined
this year.
To make things worse was thatit
was HSU’s homecoming game.

The ‘Jacks only score came ona
18-yard touchdown pass from Matt
Mitchell to Dan Wheeler.

Team does not miss a

beat without top runners
Veteran men’s cross country
runners Tim Miller and Fergus
Breck were held out of the San
Francisco Invitational this past
weekend, but that did not matter

HSU in position to grab
first place in NCAC
The HSU volleyball team has
won four straight matches.
With its inter-conference defeat
of San Francisco State on Friday,
the team moved to within one game
of CSU Hayward and Sonoma
State. HSU has a 3-1 record in
conference games this season.
The ’Jacks won all three games
against San Francisco State, 15-

11, 16-14, 16-14.
HSU also beat College of Notre
Dame in three straight games on

Friday.
Friday the ‘Jacks play CSU
Stanislaus and Saturday they face
offagainst Hayward for what could

be a battle for first place in the
conference.

because HSU was still strong
enough to beatall other Division II
institutions.
Cross country coach David
Wells gave the two runners a break
because they have proven their
abilities.
Freshman Greg Phillips did not
miss the opportunity to step up to
assume a leadership position.
Phillips came in 12th place overall
witha time of27 minutes, 1 second

to lead the ’Jacks. Senior Brian
Parodi also fared well coming in at
27:16 (19th).
The men’s team came in third
place overall, behind Stanford and
UC Berkeley respectively.

Women’s cross country

shows solid team effort
The HSU women’s cross coun-

Men’s soccer weather

Mountain Bikes From $259.95

storm, then falter
The men’s soccer team had a
strong defensive effort in its 3-0
shutout of San Francisco State last
Wednesday.
After a scoreless first half

Armando Avila opened up the
flood gates in the rain-soaked game
with a left-footed goal on a cross
from Dan Littlefield. John Koven

and Jamie Tuckey also scored goals
in the game. Goalie Chad

LIFE CYCLE come
THE

COMPLETE

_ 1593 GST. - ARCATA - 822-7755
http ://www.trekbikes.com

Danielson posted his second shutout of the season.

Saturday was a different story.
Sonoma State blew opena tie game
with three consecutive second-half

try team had an even better showing than the men did at the San
Francisco Invitational on Saturday.

The *Jacks came in first place
among Division I institutions and
second place overall. Only
Stanford had a better score than

HSU.
Sophomore Leia Giambastiani
had a strong performance finish-

ing her race ina time of 23 minutes,
39 seconds. She came in 17th
place.
Giambastiani’s sophomore

teammate Molly Alles finished right
behind her in 23:52 (18th).
Also with solid efforts at the meet
were junior Rachel McGarva who

came inat 25:02 (27th) and sophomore Danielle Saylor (28th), who
finished in 25:05.
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Susan de Funiak, by her own

,

, talented and
not very
admissision
is inconsistent as a soccer player.
She is also the second leading
scorer in the conference.
“Pim notthat talented. Pmjustat

e
e
¢
¢

the right place at the right time,”

Medicine
Surgery
Dentistry
Baths/Dips

¢ Vaccinations

¢ Spay/Neuter
¢ Supplies
¢ Boarding

VACCINATION CLINICS EVERY SATURDAY 12 TO 1 PM
839-9414

she said.

Despite her lack of talent, de
Funiak happens to be close to the
top of Northern
letic Conference

Neal R. Winnacott, D.V.M.
Full Service Small Animal Hospital

1781 Central Ave. McKinleyville

California Athin goals scored

Bring in this ad for 50% off your first office visit!
(For HSU students, faculty & alumni)

(ranking second to her teammate,

Marsha Texiera).
De Funiak keeps her success in
perspective.

“Soccer is a pretty simple game.

When you play complicated things

PHOTO
Arcana T PHOT

get out of control,” the forward
said ina telephone interview from
her home in Arcata. “TI like to keep

‘the game simple. I try to play as
simple as possible and be a simple

° Fast Friendly Service

person.”

¢ Al Quality

The HSU junior said that simplicity takes hard practice and dedi-

° Students Welcome
¢ Darkroom Supplies and Accessories

cavion,

¢ B&W and Color Printing on Premises

“I’m nota top notch- player so |
have to work hard in pri actice,” de
Funiak said. “I think it is my work
ethic on the practice field that lets
me be a top-notch player at the
times when [ need to be.”
De Funiak said that there are
excellent players on the team who
deserve more credit than her.
“Marshaisawesome,” de Funiak

said of Texiera. “She’s justa freshman and she is a solid player. She
has a really powerful shot and she
is the one who is leading the conference in scoring.”
De Funiak said it is because of

the other players on the team, like
Texiera,
who make up forher flaws.
“Tam actually a very inconsistent player,” de Funiak said.

“When Tam on, the goals happen.
Butagainst Davis hz id my head up
my ass and I got pulled after the

¢ 10% Student Discount
PHOTO BY STEPHEN KRAYNICK
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY TODD WUCETICH

34 Sunny Brae Center

ARCATASe

Junior forward Susan de Funiak is second in the NCAC conference in

scoring. She has eight goals and two asissts so far this season.
first 15 minutes.’
Kim Benson, head coach for the

team, spoke highly of de Funiak.

“Sue is a good player,” said
Benson. “She has a good sense
where the ball is going inthe crosses

and is in the right place at the night

time. Sue strikes with a combination of speed and finishing. She is
a nice addition and rounds out the
team.”
Lisa Fitzgerald, forward for the
team, agrees with the coach.
“Susan is very reliable up front.

She is going to get the job done,”
Fitzgerald said. * ‘Sue rips theshots,

gets in there
Fitzgerald
nationofall
strengthsis

and makes the play.”
said that the combithe players’ individual
what makes upa strong

forward line.

“Sue

has the crosses, Angela

(Romel)
has the speed, Marsha has
the great shot, and I’m the aggressive

one

that

doesn’t

score

very

much,” Fitzgerald said.

See Soccer, page 32
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fell to 3-2-0 in conference and 3-70 overall.
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Women’s team suffers
first conference loss
The women’s soccer team suf-

fered its first conference loss of the

(Pantry

After Study Hall Special

a

ee

HSU football team loses

its first ever CFA game
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HSU football team was de-

The

I

feated in its first conference game
this season.
Western Washington scored the

game’s first 45 points. The “Jacks

od

were able to score with 1:47 remaining in the game to avoid being
shut out. The final score was 45-7.

against Sonoma

State on

Saturday after soundly beating San
Francisco State last Wednesday.
Hats off to freshman Marsha
Texiera who scored three goals
against San Francisco State last

Wednesday in the “Jacks 4-2 victory.

Unable to reproduce the feat in
the loss to Sonoma, Texiera and

the ’Jacks were subject to a stifling
Cossacks

defense.

HSU

was out

shot in the game 15-8 and lost 2-1.

The game was the “Jacks first
~

ever in the Columbia Football As-

sociation, which the team joined
this year.

To make things worse was thatit
was HSU’s homecoming game.

The ‘Jacks only score came ona
18-yard touchdown pass from Matt
Mitchell to Dan Wheeler.

HSU in position to grab
first place in NCAC

Team does not miss a

beat without top runners
Veteran

men’s

cross

country

runners Tim Miller and Fergus
Breck were held out of the San

Francisco Invitational this past
weekend, but that did not matter
because HSU was still strong
enough to beatall other Division II
institutions.

Cross

country

coach

David

Wells gave the two runners a break
The HSU volleyball team has
won four straight matches.
With its inter-conference defeat

of San Francisco State on Friday,
the team moved to within one game
of CSU Hayward and Sonoma
State. HSU has a 3-1 record in
conference games this season.

The "Jacks won all three games
against San Francisco State, 15-

11, 16-14, 16-14.

HSU also beat College of Notre

Dame in three straight games on
Friday.

Friday the “Jacks play CSU
Stanislaus and Saturday they face
offagainst
Hayward for what could
be a battle for first place in the
conference.

because

they

have

proven

their

abilities.
Freshman Greg Phillips did not

miss the opportunity to step up to
assume

a leadership

position.

Phillips came in 12th place overall
witha time of27 minutes, 1 second

to lead the ‘Jacks. Senior Brian
Parodi also fared well coming in at
27:16 (19th).
The men’s team came in third

place overall, behind Stanford and
UC Berkeley respectively.

Women’s cross country

shows solid team effort
The HSU women’s cross country team had an even better show-

Men’s soccer weather

ing than the men did at the San
Francisco Invitational on Saturday.

storm, then falter

Mountain Bikes From $259.95

The

The “Jacks came in first place
among Division II institutions and

men’s soccer team had a

strong defensive effort in its 3-0

shutout of San Francisco State last

Wednesday.
After

Armando

a scoreless

first

half

Avila opened up the

flood gates in the rain-soaked game
with a left-footed goal on a cross

from Dan Littlefield. John Koven

\
(|
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and Jamie Tuckey also scored goals
in the game. Goalie Chad
Danielson posted his second shutout of the season.

Saturday was a different story.
Sonoma State blew opena tie game

with three consecutive second-half

second

place

overall.

Only

Stanford had a better score than
HSU.
Sophomore Leia Giambastiani
had a strong performance finish-

ing her race ina time of 23 minutes,
39 seconds. She came in 17th
place,
Giambastiani’s sophomore

teammate Molly Alles finished right
behind her in 23:52 (18th).
Also with solid efforts at the meet
were junior Rachel McGarva who

came inat 25:02 (27th)
and sophomore Danielle Saylor (28th), who
finished in 25:05.
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Susan de Funiak, by her own

Neal R. Winnacott, D.V.M.
Full Service Small Animal Hospital

very talented and
is notn,
admissio

is iuconsistent as a soccer player.

e
e
¢
¢

leading

She is also the second
scorer in the conference.

“Pm not that talented. ’mjustat

the right place at the right time,”
she said.
Despite her lack of talent, de
Funiak happens to be close to the
top of Northern California Athletic Conference in goals scored
(ranking second to her teammate,
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Marsha Texiera).
De Funiak keeps her success in
perspective.

“Soccer is a pretty simple game.
When you play complicated things’

PHOTO
Arcana 1 PHOT

get out of control,” the forward
said in a telephone interview from

her home in Arcata. “I like to keep
‘the game simple. I try to play as

¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

simple as possible and be a simple
person.”

The HSU junior said that simplicity takes hard practice
and dedication.

“I’m nota top notch-player so |
have to work hard in practice,” de

“Marshaisawesome,”de Funiak

said of Texiera. “She’s just a freshman and she is a solid player. She

PHOTO BY STEPHEN KRAYNICK
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY TODD WUCETICH

Junior forward Susan de Funiak is second in the NCAC conference in

scoring. She has eight goals and two asissts so far this season.
first 15 minutes.”
Kim Benson, head coach for the

team, spoke highly ofde Funiak.

She is going to get the job done,”

Fitzgerald said. “Sue rips the shots,
gets in there and makes the play.”

has a really powerful shot and she
is the one who is leading the conterence in scoring.’
De Funiak said it is because of

is a good player,” said
-Benson. “She has a good sense
where the ball is going in the crosses

Fitzgerald said that the combination of all the players’ individual

and is in the right place at the nght

forward line.

the other players on the team, like
Texiera, who make up for her flaws.

time. Sue strikes with a combination of speed and finishing. She is
a nice addition and rounds out the
team.”
Lisa Fitzgerald, forward for the
team, agrees with the coach.

“Tam actually a very inconsis-

tent player,” de Funiak

said.

“When Iam on, the ggoals happen.
Butagainst Davis [had my head
up

my ass and I got pulled after the

“Sue

“Susan is very reliable up front.
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“Sue

has

the crosses,

Angela

(Romel) has the speed, Marsha has
the great shot, and I’m the aggressive one that doesn’t score very
much,” Fitzgerald said.

See Soccer, page 32
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Funiak said. “I think itis my work
ethic on the practice field that lets
me be a top-notch player at the
times when [ need to be.”
De Funiak said that there are
excellent players on the team who
deserve more credit than her.
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have a team

- Continued from page 31

gets along,” she said.

De Funiak said that the time it
takes for a good soccer team requires great sacrifice of time both
academically and personally.

“It is quite a challenge to keep

up with my studies,” said de
Funiak. “I have botany, biology
and statistics thissemester. Allhave
labs and require a lot of work. It1s
difficult to keep up during the season and especially when we travel
on road trips.”
Personal time has been sacri-

ficed, too.
“Lets just say my

career as a

‘pole dancer’ has to be put on hold
for awhile,” quipped de Funiak.
De Funiak said that there are
rewards for her dedication to the
,
team.
“We area really close team. We

¢ Continued from page 29
posing team can’t reach it,” Thomas said.
Thomas, an Agoura Hills native

has been playing volleyball for six
years competitively and did not
start playing until her freshman

year at Agoura Hills High School
“T played varsity volleyball for four
years (in high school) and was on

Finney

for two

years,”

Thomas

said.
During her senior season at
Agoura High, Thomas received
offers from University of Southern
Florida and California State Uni-

| would like to have good

games every game,” de Funiak said.

from
HSU
to
transferred
Cupertino, Ca., where she came

“T want to work hard every game
and hope that I can play and keep
outside of distractions.”

from De Anza’s successful soccer

“Volleyball is demanding of time. We
practice four-to-five hours in
some capacity during the
day. Our weekends are
often busy traveling or
practicing, but you just have
to be disciplined and work
hard.”
MAEGAN

time and commitis demanding

of

ity during the day. Our weekends
are often busy traveling or practicing, but you just have to be disciplined and work hard.”
Despite the long hours and time

THOMAS

middle blocker

(in a game) but we have struggled
closing for the last five points and
the win. We put up a strong fight
every time, though. We have to
find the heart to win and over-

time,” Thomas said. “We practice
four-to-five hours in some capac-

° and lots more...

“T want to Improve on my con-

major,

De Funiak, a zoology

said. “It’s beautiful up here. It’s

“Volleyball

¢ Waterproof panniers

one pretty fairly and no one gets

team to reach five and ten points,

ment.

cycling gear

singled out.

sistency.

“We are like a huge family,” said

“T wanted to go north,” Thomas

dent-athletes

+ Lights for night riding!

and decided to try out. I got lucky

Hammer. “Everyone treats every-

team, agrees with de F uniak.

play amatch,
we’re usually the first

Volleyball, like all sports at HSU
takes up a large percentage of stu-

¢ Rainwear & cold-weather

game (ata highly competitive level)
and got in.”
Now that de Funiak has her place
on the team she only wants to improve.

Kristi Hammer, sweeper for the

world,” Thomas said. “When we

Thomas said.

this i

being suspended for the duration
of the game.

. cational and outdoor advantages it

son and notjust another number,”

* Fenders

player that results in that player

“We have all the potential in the

“What I like is that HSU is a
small campus, were you are a per-

e All '97 bikes On Sale ¢

Ared cardisa penalty given toa

HSU because of the countless edu-

can go hiking. The community and
people are very friendly.”

WO

she said.

versity-Los Angeles but choose

along the ocean, outdoors: and |

At Adventure's Edge, you'll find
everything you need for your daily commute
or the community forest mud!

upsetifsomeone gets...a redcard,”

demands, Thomas believes the
Jacks will do well this season.

had.

‘a

De Funiak said that even in times
of trouble. when penalties are lev‘ed on teammates, that the team
always comes first.
“It has never been a big team

team.
“We were state champions both
years I was there,” she said.
Despite her success at the community college level, de Funiak
nearly gave ip soccer when she
came to HSU.
“My first year here I didn’t play
for the team,” de Funiak said. “|
played in a soccer class and intramural soccer. I found I missed the

Thomas: Beach volleyball may be in her future

the varsity soccer team with (HSU
center mid- fielder) — Shannon

BicYCLING - BACKPACKING - PADDLESPORTS
CLIMBING - OUTDOOR CLOTHING

unity and everyone

come.”
Though the ‘Jacks have shown
heart in their matches, they are

currently faced with a unique
coaching dilemma. Head coach

Tina Raddish is taking a small
break from coaching because she

1s expecting
her first child any time
now.

“Tina might be out, but assistant coach Julie Murphy i isa good
coach,” Thomas said. “We just
have to work hard and bring it
upon ourselves to do well and perform.”

Thomas,

a sophomore

is cur-

rently undeclared in her major but
is thinking of leaning towards
something environmental. Away
from volleyball, Thomas is often
found enjoying the local scenery.
“T love the outdoors,” Thomas
said. “I often go to the beach, hik-

ing, and into the mountains for
fun. I want to take up scuba diving

and maybebe a scuba instructor.”
Thomas

also has her summer

and future plans almost pretty
much laid out for her.

“Some friends and I are planning to travel across the United
States
this summer,” Thomas said.
“T also want to study and travel
abroad, seeing different countries
and explore new cultures.”
Regarding future volleyball
plans, Thomas has no plans to
coach but is looking toward the
beach.

“I might try beach volleyball,”
Thomas said.

ad i

|| pafore Oct. 26th

and get your bike

tuned up for

only $24.95.

thej|ack@axe.humbolat,edu
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All-American wants to play the best
Forward Simon Trapkus is moving to New Zealand because of its rugby tradition
wi Playing rugby is a test of physical endurance

and that is one of the main reasons why Simon
Trapkus likes it so much.
“You start training the next day.

By Ben Fordham

LUMBERJACK STAFF

Imagine playing football without those heavy pads and helmet,

Getupat8a. m. and have two more
practices a day,” Trapkus said.
The Ail-Americans, after playing

and the
in the national tournament

or playing full-contact soccer.
Well, neither one of these is really an accurate description. of

play the combined Armed Forces.

rugby,a game HSU forward Simon
bestsgame ever”,
ku
calls “the
Trap

us,” Trapkus
men, alotbiggerth
an
said. “They beat us up. They beat

_butit’sastart. To really appreciate

it, go outand play. One might want
to consider doing some laps first,

if your typical workout

though,

consists of lifting potato chips.
on.

walked

get

“You

I’ve

got

rake marks all up and down my leg
from getting walked on this we de

Trapkus said. “It’s just what

end.”

hy appens. Tt Sa

really

good

game

that way.
Rugby originated
and its colonies. New

England
Zealand,

Australia and South Africa are all
countries

where

rugby

1 1S

hug ve

Co-

day, but its popularity is dlavily

seeping into the United States, too.
One thing that has slowed its
growth is lack of breaks for TV
commercials. Matches have two
40-minute halves with a fiveminute break in-between. Play is
non-stop.

“There’s no shit-talking, there’s

no attitude, because there isn’t any
time,” the 24-year-old exercise sci-

Possible-Probable
“Those

match,

guys were

then

big, thick

the snot out of us. But we won.”
If you are wondering why you
have not seen any of HSU’s playoff

games, its because they have not
had any. HSU’s conference is also
home to Berkeley, Stanford and
Davis, all three of which made it
into the Final Four last year. Berkeley has won the national championship seven years in a row.

‘It’s the most competitive
league
in

nation,

the

hands

down,”

‘Trapkus said. And while he also

said it would be great to get more
recognition, “Il would much rather
play against the best in the coun-

try.
The desire to play against the
best is what is taking him to New
Zealand for an internship.
“They

really

dominate,”

Trapkus said about New Zealand
rugby. “Their style of play is so
much quicker, it’s explosive, and
they have tremendous athletes. I

PHOTO

COURTESY

OF SIMON

TRAPKUS

Simon Trapkus (center) passes to a teammate during the Golden Gate International Rugby Tournament in
May. Trapkus was playing for Humboldt Old Growth Rugby Club at the time.
just want to do what I love, and
right now it’s playing rugby. [want
to play good rugby.”
New Zealand and South Africa
are places where rugby is a part of
the culture: a tradition. The tradition helps shape their lives and

who they are.
“The good thing about rugby
players is, they love rugby. They’re
always going to play. It’s a really
interesting breed of people,”
Trapkus said. Everyone who plays
is part of the tradition.

“When we hosta team,” he said,
“we’re going to play them hard.

We’re going to try and beat them.
After the game, whether we won or

lost, whetherwe think they’re dicks
or not...we feed them. We give
them all the beer they can drink.
That’s tradition. That’s how itis.”

get the ball across the goal line,
while the other team uses all means
necessary

stop

to

you.

You

umboldt

can

either throw or kick the ball to

Surf

teammates, butonce you're down,

you have to let go of the ball. To
watch it is ike watching a kind of

ordered chaos.
“There’s

a lot of subtleties,”

Free |
Delivery
or To Go

Trapkus said, and he should know.
He was selected to the All-Regional
squad the last two years, which
went on to win the Collegiate Re-

gional National

Championship

~~

both times.

The finest in cold water surf equipment

“We spanked everyone all over

Check out our new plaza location!

the field. It felt so good,” Trapkus
said about his first appearance.
Heg gotan

unfortunate injury that

year and couldn’t compete in the
Possible-Probable match, which
selects the All dioteviiavia, While

the pulled muscles only put him

outa few days, in a few days the
tournament

was over. Last year in

Colorado, though, he was healthy
tor the Possible- Probable and was
selected as an All-American.
And the reward for being
an All-

American? A party? A weekend at
Disneyland?

e
e
e
e

Surfboards
Wetsuits
Skateboards
Snowboards

e Windsurfing
e Clothing
e Shoes and Sandals

° Board Building Supplies

It’s817 H alSt.l here!
e Arcata

707-822-2680
1-800-656-SURF

11th & K « Arcata
(622-4841)
We accept credit cards
for delivery & pick-up

greener

clip and use * Exp. 11-1

12” Medium - $1 off
14” Large - $2 off
16” Family - $3 off
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ence major said.
Like football, the objective is to
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invitational:
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1, Cheek 8- (-
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| Francisco State 158; 7. CSU Stanislaus 167; 8. CSU

.

Individual results (65 finishers)
1. JJ White, unat., 26:01; 2. Chuck Gotchell,
Berkeley, 26: 07; 5, Corey Creasey, unat., 26: I; 4.

1

Team

ae 7-15-0 108, Erath 16-24-0 102, Del

net e oot oc

iggins

7-16-1 58, Mitchell 2-4-0 28, Gildea
—

ye

Sool en

ochran

.
oo
cGowan

He

5-38,

2-5,

Brian Parodi. HSU, 27:16; 792 Sp encer Fine, HSU,
27:28; 24. Dustin Wadlow, HSU, 27:4); 26. Mike

|

HSU — Wisdom 1-21, Gray 2-20, Wheeler 1-18,
Daniel 1-13, Meler 1-10, Dwane 2- 10, Price 2-9,
Loscalzo 7, Claus 1-6.

HSU, ae

on

HSU

ther top

32, Chris West, 2806

Football:

tantord

(6K)

“B” 19; 2. HSU 62; 3. San Francisco

ne CSU Hayward 90; 5. College of Notre

ee

Individual results (65 finishers)

oC pica

1, Se
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unat., 21:59; 2. Jennifer Peck,

Lisa Rosenbaum, Stanford, 22:39; 4.
una
Tiencio DePass, Stanford, 22: Al; 5, Allison White,

omen’s soccer:
Karin Rickey, lag injury.

No injuries to report.
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Team results
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Oscar Fortson, tackle, sprained ankle; Mike Kahn,

Cross country:

142; 6. San

Steve Moreno, unat., 26: a 5. Don Kennedy,

a injuries to report.
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Chico

Sacramento 194; 9. College of Notre Dame 211.
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Hayward
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report:

results

1} UC Berkeley 32; 2. Stanford “B” 51; 3. HSU “B”

15 |

8B

linebacker, seperated shoulder.
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38).

(8K)

Men
en

5-23, rah 7-19, Canon 8-8, Del Mese 2-4, Hanson
1-1.
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22: 50, 17. Leia Giambastiani, HSU, 23: 39;

olly Alles, HSU, 23:52; 27. Rachel McGarva,

HSU, 25:02; 28. Danielle Saylor, HSU, 25:05; 32.
Julie Huy, HSU, 25:12.

Other HSU finishers — 40. Alexa Mercado, 26:10.
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EDITOR
Mounted police a threat

roads for patrol cars were not constructed on the hillside.

to students on UC Quad
083
650
00
458
400
ou
429

On our campus Thursday,

|

walked out of Siemens Hall (after
my class on altruism and compassion) into a scene from a horror

Coming towards me were two

beautiful white horses mounted by
two police officers dressed in black

shiny black helmets. I was ina
of shock.

D. Lorraine Eichenberg
over-60 sociology major

.

dents where we feel safe stating our

opinions. We don’t always agree
with each other, but those who
don’t always have their turn at the
microphone.
[ have never felt threatened at

Another student upset
with Bible Study group
Freedom of religion should
mean freedom from religion. Ifyou

are free to practice the religion of
your choice, then I should be free

to practice no religionifI so choose.
On Oct. 8 I was approached by
two Bible Study members as I sat
on the stairs of the University Center. I told them I was not interested

HSU, but that day I did. I could
not move. I do not believe I could
have felt more violated had the

knowledging my feelings and leaving me alone, they stayed and be-

home,
Was this the intent of the Uni-

versity Police Department?
The statement
‘Times-Standard was

in Friday’s
weak indeed.

UPD had been planning for six
months to have mounted police on

our campus.

“Not only will the horses help
with department-community relations, but they'll allow officers to

reach areas of the hillside campus
that can’t be reached by patrol
ter
quoted
cars,” Chief Bob Foswas
as saying,

They don’t say how horses are
able to help in department-community relations, but anyone on
this campus understands why

CSU
l

Peck,
39; 4.
ite,
3:39;

va,
hi

to others. This is my campus too.

You don’t have the right to question my beliefs. I don’t impose my
beliefs on you!

senior
The North Coast Journal

Campus religious club
given double standard
Allow me a few words in response to Brandi Price’s column
last week, “Campus religious
groups cross the line.” Yes, some
of the religious organizations use
some tactless methods to share

JON MOONEY / GRAPHICS EDITOR

Area paper protects

‘rights of the public’
It’s nice to know someone is watching

over us, even up here on the North Coast.
A Superior Court judge ruled last week

their beliefs, but remember that
HSU is a campus with a tradition

that the Humboldt County Board of Su-

of “in-your-face activism.”
If handing people fliers and requesting them to ask questions is

pervisors violated the state’s open-meet-

can someone believe that

an Inappropriate manner to sharea

they are doing good by making an
innocent individual, who is enjoy-

message, then how would you describe the tactics of organizations
(Earth First! for example) that en-

With all the publications in the county,

gan to preach,
How

ing his or her free 10 minutes during a 12-hour day, feel so uncomfortable?
If you care so much about God,
then why do you chop down so
many of his trees to create millions

and deliberately try to ruin the
reputations of others by misrepre-

of fliers that litter our campus?

ration of church and state, but a

I feel like I have to avoid the
South Quad stairs so that I don’t
have to come up withan excuse for
my own religious beliefs. ?’'m sick
of trying to get out of countless
sermons that I didn’t even know I[
had to attend. In the words of the
Pretenders, “Everyday is like Sunday.”

college club is not the state. Like

Letter and column policy
The Lumberjack welcomes letters on any subject. All contributions must be received by 5 p.m. the Friday before publication date
and can be mailed, delivered, faxed or e-mailed to:

ing law when it excluded the public from

an April meeting.
only The North Coast Journal was perceptive enough to notice the infraction of
the Ralph M. Brown Act and only The

courage others to violate the law

North CoastJournal was tenacious enough

to pursue the lawsuit.
Publisher Judy Hodgson says she
doesn’t see herselfas a crusading journalist, but society could use more people as

senting the facts?
I, like Price, believe in the sepa-

right to free speech, even if it 1s

informed as Hodgson. The reason to pursue a Brown Act lawsuit goes beyond the

offensive to some.
And how come if any college
club promotes a religion (Buddhism, Islam or Judaism for example) it is deemed as promoting

lic need to be protected.
It’s unclear whether the Humboldt Beacon and the Times-Standard didn’t want
to spénd the time and money on the issue,

any private organization it has the

realm of journalism; the rights of the pub-

diversity, but if Christianity is be-

didn’t know of the violation or just didn’t
care. The Lumberjack is unable to pro-

ing promoted ts that the fusion of

church and state?

“BY”

San

to make excuses or explain myself

Liberal studies multiple subjects

in the Bible Study. Instead of ac-

police been riding through my

My pointis that I shouldn’t have

Adriann Harrington

state

They were on our UC Quad, a
place reserved for university stu-

idad)

I have another basic concern.
Who cleans up the manure?

movie.

uniforms, shiny black boots and

day's

)
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Joseph Leighton
Natural resources
interpretation senior

planning

vide the resources to monitor the supervisors, so we and the rest of the community
must depend on larger publications to act as watchdogs.

Not only should the larger newspapers be scolded, but
also the supervisors, who still feel as if they are right. The
public expects its elected officials to be fully versed in the

The Lumberjack

Offensive comments mar

difference between legal and illegal meetings. If the supervi-

Nelson Hall East 6
Humboldt State University

meeting in McKinleyville

sors can’t be trusted to look out for their constituents, they

Arcata, Calif. 95521
Phone: (707) 826-3271
Fax: (707) 826-5921
E-mail: thejack@axe.humboldt.edu

Letters and columns are subjected to these guidelines:

* They must be typed or neatly printed.
¢ Letters are limited to 300 words, columns are limited to 600

words. Longer items will not be considered.
¢ Items must be verified before they are published. They need
a signature, address and phone number. Students must include
their major and year in school.

Anonymous letters will not be published.
* Items are subject to editing for style and grammar and may be
condensed to fit available space.
* Publication is not guaranteed.

shouldn’t be in office.

The following are some of my

Incompetence isn’t even the whole issue. The board must

observations of what took place at
the last McKinleyville Citizens
Advisory Comnuittee meeting Oct.
6. During the course of the meeting, two fairly prominent members
of the McKinleyville community
made some disturbing comments,

use public money to retain a lawyer and pay the Journal’s
legal fees. The public therefore gets punished because its
representatives

Whether the decision to hold the illegal meeting was just

a mistake or an attempt at deception doesn’t matter. The red
flags should have gone up when the supervisors proposed’

The first public comment was

the meeting.

titled “Public Announcements.”In

commended

during the section of the agenda

voice,
and semi-threatening
aloud
a speaker inappropriately used this

time to launch a personal attack
See Letters, page 37

are not trustworthy.

Judy Hodgson and The North Coast Journal are to be
for acting in the public’s interest. The larger

Humboldt County newspapers and the supervisors are to be

admonished for lackadaisical attitudes. The public should

be able to depend on society’s institutions to protect its

rights.
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Society's immaturity
at its worst in Arcata
might
Taking into account the lack of maturity in today’s society, it is quite possible we
not survive too far into the 21st century.

h
The evidence is all around us. Most members of society prove themselves to be childis

more and more often. Some pertinent local examples include:

© The Student Reactionary, oops,

| mean

Revolutionary Committee at HSU.

The

a

ion. Not
organization, which seems to have no organization, 1s fighting an imaginary revolut

only does the SRC lie in its fliers it hands out on campus, but it doesn’t have the integrity

oe

Viva la
to tell people who propagated the falsehoods. Very mature, and effective too.
.
revolution!
ne and Dean Rocha have made the decision that
McCro
nt
¢ HSU administrators. Preside

they will refuse to talk to The Lumberjack in the future. Well, take it from me folks, both of

them are living inanalternate dimension in which they were ever available for someone who
needed them on campus. It seems more than a little childish and impotent to close lines of
communication that never existed. Keep up
the good work, guys.
¢ The Arcata Garbage Co. If you'll recall,
last week I urged Arcata residents to call
owner Rick Fusi at home next time they
were awakened by noisy garbage trucks at 4
a.m. Well, I was awakened Monday at 5
a.m. bya call from an Arcata Garbage representative, who said, “I heard you liked to be

HSU administrators.
President McCrone and
Dean Rocha have made

the decision that they will

O00

woken up early in the morning!”
“] really like it. It reminds me of
another time. It’s chivalrous and en-

chanting and more of an animate
approach compared to a car. The
animal diffuses the situation.”

The morons called back again the next
day. I’m not sure if literacy is required to
-work for the Arcata Garbage Co., but |

,

could have sworn my column last week com-

plained about the lack of understanding the

company shows for its customers. Enough
Heather Frank
French senior

seems more than a little
|

Je

childish and

close lines; of

°

impotent

communication

that

to
never

existed.

UPD tothe community. Once again
HSUsets the standard for the state.”

How about capital punishment? I learned that it was immature to hit someone back if they

RF Guess

hit me first by the time I was 3 years old.

political science senior

Ifwe were a mature society, people would think before doing things. Garbage collectors
and their employers would consider that maybe I have a point about making noise at 4 a.m.

“Revolutionaries” wouldn’tlie to stir people’s emotions. Administrators would think about
someone other than themselves. People in cars would listen to music without forcing others

@©o0o@edodoeodoeonde@
“T like the idea. The horses have a

tendency to calm people down. On
oO

horseback there’s less confrontation.
It’s a good image overall. I'd rather

see a cop ona

horse than in a car — if

I’m going to see one at all.”
Paula Whitten
microbiology junior
gf

Lumberjack in the future. It

windows open and the speakers booming,
be it3 p.m. or 3 a.m. Let me tell those idiots
one thing: Nobody is impressed.
The rising level of immaturity is alarming. Only 55 percent of the population was
immature in 1995, polls show, while that number has risen to 77 percent in 1997. The
world is becoming a scary place.
;
Some of the national institutions are indicative of a Jess-than-grown-up state of mind.

“Mounted police help bring the

|

I’m specifically targeting those

idiots who drive down the street with the

O0O000 0
QO
©

said.* Idiots.

refuse to talk to The

x

Compiled by Todd Wucetich / Photo Editor

to listen to it also.
Maybe it’s too much to ask. Maybe I shouldn’t even be putting out the effort to type this

column. The dangerous combination of ego, apathy and stupidity that exists in many of the
aforementioned parties makes it difficult to believe these words mean anything.
I predict an associate of Arcata Garbage will call me tomorrow and the next day and the
day after that. Call me a pessimist, but the people of the world just haven’t shown any

evidence to support the theory that they will no longer act like children.
Rick Fusi, Alistair McCrone,

members

of SRC:

I’m talking about you. Stop always

thinking you’re right, because you’re not. The people you are complaining about, lying

about, ridiculing, vilifying and crank calling
are entitled to different opinions, so get offyour
high horses and try to understand other people instead of throwing a temper tantrum.

Krupnick is a journalism senior and editor in chief of The Lumberjack.
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False statements imply paper censored by administrators
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Protest rallies come a dime a
dozen at HSU,
While some of them address vi-

4

tal issues and honestly try to better
society 1m some way, others only
seem to be vehicles for HSU stu\T'S TIME FOR THE

dents to spread propaganda.
Take for instance the Student
Revolutionary Committee. Last

AMERICAN

PEOPLE TO PICK THEMSELV

THEIR

BOOTS TRAPS AND Sop oy
National Student News Service, 1997
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Letters
continued from page 35
toward one advisory member and

chance to protect the quality of life

threatened that person with a law-

that exists here. J am looking for-

suit. The gavel sounded in an at-

ward to seeing every concerned
citizen on all sides of issues at fu-

tempt to inform the speaker that he
was out of order, but it was to no
avail and further inflamed the
speaker.

Another speaker stated that,
while not born here, he has lived in
McKinleyville for many decades
and his wife is a third-generation
Mckinleyvillite.
He went on to make the follow-

ing statement: “In some of your

lt

lifetimes you’re going to see a lot

more houses, a lot more density. If
you don’t want this ... write your
damn congressman and tell him to

ar

1 was
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Teacher salaries too high
for nine-month work year
Once again we hear how univer-

sity instructors are underpaid.
First, they only work approxt-

the wetbacks and such like as this

months.” No, you choose to be

ing people.”
The speaker continued by
speaking directly to members of
the CAC, saying, “I have a mes-

sage for my wife. She asked me to
come and tell some of you ‘newwould like it ifyou would take care
of your house, your children and
your jobs and to keep your damn

ctors

Robert Oliveria
McKinleyville resident

quit allowing so many immigrants
into the country,
and quit allowing

comers and busybodies’ that she
nind.

ture public meetings.

mately nine months fora full year’s
salary. | know the argument: “But
we only get paid for our nine

coming over the borderand
crowd-

mouth shut!”

lor me, it was disheartening to
hear these statements and see the
Inajority ofthe crowd demonstrate
their approval by applauding.

If this community

is going to

thrive into the next century, we
must realize with McKinleyville’s
staggering
growth will come “newcomers” with their own opinions
and a strong desire to participate

ini their community. These people
should feel free to openly express
their opinions on any issue.
If we work in unison instead of
opposition,

believe we still havea
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Fliers lie about Lumberjack
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paid a 12-month salary within a
nine or 10-month pay period.
Secondly, anyone earning more

than $25,000 per year without a

family (which is the usual for beginning instructors) 1s earning a
reasonable living wage.
Third, many of those who remain in the system.are earning
$40,000 or more per year. Again,
for only nine months work and
often only three or four classes per

week. Really a tough job.
Asa

taxpayer,

I resent the “cry-

ing” and demands for more. Go
out into the real world, where you
claim others earn more, and see
how wrong you are,
[’m not a college instructor: I

hada good career and gotpaidalot
less. | wish I had been a college
‘nstructor. and if so, I would have
kepta low profile and been happ)

with the wages and benefits.
Bill Herman
Arcata resident

semester, this group took it upon
itself to fight for the continued existence of the ethnic studies department. While its intentions were
just and the goals honorable, the

upon
the Dean’s
(Rocha),
Provost's (Alfred Guillaume) and
president’s (McCrone) requests.”
Had the SRC bothered to contact The Lumberjack regarding its

editorial policy, itwould have been
informed of Lumberjack policies.
The Lumberjack has little to no

group has accomplished little, if

advisor, let alone the administration regarding editorial content.
No one censors the paper. Ever.

array of campus organizations 1s

We'dbesurprised ifMcCrone even

tem to its advantage, SRC has con-

berjack attempted to clear up the

tinually opted to lie and then hide
behind their claims ofanarchy. To
quote, they “don’t want to be a
club; they don’t want to be professional” and subsequently don’t
want to be taken seriously.
This semester, the group has

situation, no one would even admit to being involved in the SRC,

attacks that lack any stand of truth,
all under the guise of promoting a
Progressive Alliance event.

sides motivating its own members
to swarm in a frenzy to the open
microphone in the UC Quad, the
anything atall. Alienation ofa wide

methodology was just whacked.
Instead of trying to use the sys-

week it distributed a flier (without
University Center approval) full of

Emel
Laat

contact with Howard Seemann, its

knew where The Lumberjack offices are located.
Unfortunately, when The Lum-

joined with the Progressive Alliance, hiding under an umbrella
organization, and renewed its attacks on the administration. Last

Cae

much less libeling the paper. The
acting head of SRC claimed to
know the source of the flier but
refused to reveal any information
— including why on earth the SRC
made these outrageous claims. |

Charles Douglas, founder of Progressive Alliance, came to The
Lumberjack to say the organization by no means supported what

the only item it can really cross off
its to-do list of ineffective actions.
Its activities
last semester culminated in a fiasco of a debate last
May between the SRC and Mark

Rocha, dean of the College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences.
The debate itself was an excellent
idea and could have been a vehicle
to discuss the many confusing and

complicated issues surrounding
the future of ethnic studies. Instead, it was a set-up designed to
humiliate the administration and

promote the SRC cause.
While questions regarding
Rocha’s failure to fulfill promises

to build up the ethnic studies de-

partment do need to be addressed,

asking for any further promotion

the SRC continues to go about it
ineffectively and with bad taste.

of Progressive

Begley is a journalism senior

the SRC wrote and would not be
Alliance

events

through SRC.

and production manager of

Among the claims, the SRC as-

SRC’s misguided attempts to stir

serted The Lumberjack “censors
unwanted knowledge (or Truths)

up dissent among HSU students

journalism junior and The

have proven so far pointless. Be-

Lumberjack's campus editor.

Oppression of the poor is not
new to Humboldt County.

God help them. The Jetty has

The Lumberjack.

Vella is a

South Jetty situation needs solution
Last week, radio and TV sta-

tions in Eureka covered the plight
of 150 homeless beach people on
the South Jetty near Eureka.
What

is all the commotion

about? It is this, brothers and sis-

ters: the deplorable inhumane harassment by the sheriff's department

and

county

supervisors.

They continue to override the constitutional rights of these people
by issuing them ID badges and
then placing sheriff deputies on a
24-hour-gate watch near their encampment.
These are the freedoms that
American wars are fought over?
The sheriff's department relented
onissuing them ID wrist bracelets.
Who will wear the wrist bracelets
next? Ball and chain anybody?
If we remember, in a previous
court settlement they were given a
stay on the property until other
provisions could be found. Now in
another ploy using health concerns

as the reason, the homeless had

only until Friday when a Superior

Court judge said he cannot make a
ruling before this week. Therefore,
South Jetty

evicted as of

residents
vet.

cannot

be

been the last haven in the county
for homeless for many years.
It is inconceivable what 1s hap-

pening to the basic American freedoms in this area, and | am afraid
we as a people and nation are al-

ready in danger of losing certain
inalienable rights, as our liberties

continue to wither away at the
stroke of a pen.
How so? Those who enforce the
laws in Humboldt County im-

pound homeless people’s vehicles
at will, take their sleeping bags that
were donated by churches, fine

them for sleeping under church
doorways and tell homeowners 1t
is against the law to house a home-

less person in their garage.
Do the homeless have a plague
or are they just people
restoration? For quite
there have been many
have tried to help the

in need of
a few years
of us who
poor and

homeless, yet there is an opposing
force that frustrates our efforts.

Now,

as a final gesture,

the

county willgive first orlastmonth’s
rent and a deposit to some, or to
the less fortunate. a bus ticket. Inevitably, itis only a short-term so-

that
m m
ter
proble
lution foralongcould easily be solved.

There is more than enough federal and state lands in Humboldt
County to accommodate 150 or
more homeless ina few designated
locations with water. bathroom fa-

garden plotand
cilities, community

garbage pickup. Plus, some of the

homeless are willing to pick up the
tab for it. There would also be a
time limit for their stay of perhaps
one year, as outgoing homeless
could make room for new ones

coming in.
This type of plan could benefit
anyone and could be used as a
model for the rest of the nation.
I believe if we as a people come
together on this, we can continue
to protect and perfect the basic
liberties designed by the framersof
where all people.
the Constitution,
rich or poor, black or white, may
experience life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

Frank is a Willow Creek
resident

and

former director

of the Renewal
Arcata homeless
program

Center,

an

outreach
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Automobile

used. Retail $300, sacrifice

1987 Suzuki Samurai runs

Yakima Basic Rack system.
Retails for $247.75 (including tax). Gift certificate for
one basic rack system. For
any car or model. $170 or

great, one owner. Blue with
soft top. $2,300 OBO. 8395545.

1983 Mercury
sale. PS, PB,

ood

Marquis for

best offer. 822-5001.

PDL. Runs great,

interior,

smogged.

clinic serving Blue Lake, Eu-

reka, Fortuna, Rio Dell, South

in three
Use of

Jetty. Vital signs (experience
required) ond reception (no
experience
necessary).
Please help us get through
the winter. Call 443-1186.

washer and dryer. Large

ard. Pets OK. Avail. now.
First and last rent. $285.

For Sale

$1500 weekly

ence required. Free information packet. Call 202-4525942.

tor. Has 5.25” & 3.5” floppy
drives. 124 & 328 MB

potential mail-

ing our Sreulrs No experi-

COMPUTER, 486, 33MHZ,
16MB RAM, 15” color monihard

disks. IOMEGA back up with

SUPERFLY sports wear is curHP-3P laser. Software in- - rently seeking Artists, Illuscluded:
Windows
3.1, trators and Models for 1998
Spring and Summer Catalog.
WordPerfect, Presentations,
3 9OMB disks. Printer is an

or send resumes to: SUPERFLY
1338
B
School
Rd.
McKinleyville, CA 95519.

822-37 47.

MACINTOSH POWERBOOK
PowerPC

IOOMHz,

NHE 120. Interested? Come

to the next meeting or e-mail

BOOKS. Part time. At home.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.

R-8201 for listings.
SEIZED

16

WANTED:

MBRAM, 500 mgHard drive,
Fax/Modem,
CD-ROM,
Video Card, All kinds of soft-

BANDMATES

Singer/songwriter/guitarist

looking for musicians interested in playing creative,
orginal music. Contact Bek at
822-641.

ware. $895. 826-2709.

Make Your Own cafe quality mochas and lattes! KRUPS

CARS

from

$175.

Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDS. Your area. Toll:

free 1-800-218-9000
Ext. A-820] for listings.

GOV’T FORECLOSED homes

frompennies on $1. Delinquent

GUIDED

KAYAK

TRIPS-no —

experience needed! Student
owned/run. River and ocean
instruction by ACA certified

toms anyinstructors-custrip

where you want to paddle!
North Coast Adventures
Kayaking 677-3124.

Advertise with
The Lumberjack
and reach more
than 6,500
oleeRe elan
week.

_ die from the

~ disease. Men
_ can also get
breast cancer.
:

~

SQURCE: STUDENT HEALTH EDUCATION

AND

Tax, Repos, REOs. Your area.
Toll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.

H-8201 for listings.

People pay hundreds of dollars an hour for my advice.
Let me help you! Introductory
reading $5. Call Terry no at
839-3812.

Portfolios or working drawings a must. Call 839-5303

Excel and Quicken. On hard
disk and with manuals. Call

603e

weekly at 4 p.m. Thursday in

$1000’s possible READING

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 4-8
hours per week for mobile

For Rent

DEMOCRATS The Democrats of HSU meet

democrat@axe.humboldt.edu

Help Wanted

1,000 OBO. Call 826-1513.

ROOM FOR RENT
bedroom house.

Thrills

$150. Call Teri 826-9133.

Services
MASSAGE

THERAPY

in

Arcata, deep relaxation for
our whole being. Let your
eet be nurtured with a session of Foot-Reflexology. 2nd
degree Reiki. 1068 | Street,
across from Los Bagels. Call
Reidun Olsson CMP 8227247 for your appointments.

_thejack@axe.humboldt.edu
CLASSIFIED ADS: $2 for students!

semi-commercial

espresso

machine. In box and barely

QUALITY

FRIENDLY

SERVICE

eo
<>

Are you ready for the rain?
PAIR OF
WINDSHIELD
WIPERS
AUTOMOTIVE

822 - 3770
Street,

DATSUN

<q
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PROMOTION PROGRAM

The Lumberjack

CALEND
HUMBOLDT COMMUNITY
NETWORK: “Magic of
Multimedia” at 5 p.m. and

LIVE MUSIC: CenterArts
presents

0279.

LIVE MUSIC:

HUMBOLDT PREVENTION
WEEK: “Working with Sex

445-4480.

Heartsaver course, certifi-

AN

group to “Assert Yourself” at
3 p.m. on the 2nd floor of

No events scheduled

_
THURSDAY
A.S. BBQ: A.S. sponsors a BBQ

at 11 a.m. on the Special

ee

eae

welcome. 826-5414.

and potluck at 7 p.m. in FH

177. 826-0611.

“Powerpoint II” at 2 p.m. in

FH 202. 826-4953.

411 12th St., Eureka. $200
general. Must preregister.

onOt,

443-1930.

HSU HISTORY MUSUEM:
“Night Hike at Mad River
Slough and Dunes” at 7 p.m.

I 7
DAY
sts
>

CCAT: Garden Day at CCAT
house from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
826-3551.

$8 adults, $6 children.

TUESDAY

Preregister. 826-4479.

e

CAREER WORKSHOP: “Job
Strategies for Graduating

Students” at noon in NHW
232. 826-3341.

PYGMALION:

This production

$6 general; $2 students and
seniors on Oct. 16, 23; $3.50
17,18, 24 and 25. 826-3566.
SYLVIA: Presented by the
Ferndale Repertory Theatre.
Opens Sept. 25 and runs
through Oct. 18. 786-5483.

a Bede
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AMERICAN

INDIAN ALLI-

GROUP: Meets Tuesdays at
4:30 p.m. in Multi-cultural
center. 822-1490.

DEMOCRATS OF HSU: Meets
Thursdays at 4 p.m. in NHE

120. 826-2670.
G.L.B.S.A.: Meets Thursdays at
7 p.m. in Multi-cultural center.

826-0611.
GREEN

PARTY:

Meets Tues-

days at 5 p.m. in NHE

120.

825-0503.

HUMBOLDT LIBERTARIAN
CLUB:

Meets Thursdays at 5

p.m. in NH 119, 822-2617.
Acme Music Company

CLUB WEST

Fite eae
Fifth an

5

DT BREWERY

Arcata, 826-2739

SIX RIVERS BR
1300 Central Ave

Boogie Night

Power:06 Ratraranty

saci

Hip Hop

Jam Fest

Latin Music Night

Something Different and Lauren

Good Medicine

Punk Night

g

Roots Massive

:

HEFE’S
ee Pons

.

r

|

/

Miller Band

EWERY

SUNNYSIDE PUB
Sunny Brae Center
Sunn
y Brae, 822-5493

“ANNUAL ART FACULTY
AND STAFF EXHIBITION”
Through Nov. 5 in Reese
Bullen Gallery. 826-5802.
“6 OF 1: HALF DOZEN OF
THE OTHER”: Ceramics by
Susan Needham and Natalie
Di Costanzo in the Storefront
Gallery through Oct. 29.

HUMBOLDT ARTS COUNCIL:

McKinleyville, 839-7580

Leena

Eureka through Oct. 30.
442-8413.

HUMBOLDT GEOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY: Meets Wednesdays at 10 a.m. in FH 106.
825-8226.

Eureka, 443-9717

HUMBOL

12th St.,

students and seniors Oct.

BRACCO’S
327 2nd St,

856 10th St

Gallery, 411

plays Oct. 16-18, 23-25 at 8

Saturday

Friday

mance

BODY IMAGE ACTION

Weekend Diversions
Thursday

Times One,” artwork, poetry
and prose in the Perfor-

120. 822-1490.

* call venue for age information and ticket prices.

yy

INK PEOPLE GALLERY: “4

Thursdays at 5 p.m. in NH

p.m. in Van Duzer Theatre.

2]

HSU HISTORY MUSEUM:
“Rainforest Celebration’at
10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. $7
non-members. Preregister.

Oct. 25. 442-8413.

BE SAFE CLUB: Meets

THE ARTS: Comedy Clinic
classes with Jack Hanrahan
through Dec. 22 at 7 p.m.,

CCAT: Weaving workshop at
noon at CCAT house. 826-

“Maskibition 12,” a national
competition of handmade
masks in the Main Gallery,
411 12th St., Eureka, through

ANCE: Meets Wednesdays
at 5:30 p.m. in Multi-cultural
center. 826-5187.

825-8210.

INK PEOPLE CENTER FOR

a

TECHNOLOGY WORKSHOP:

on

“Free Diving” and “Leadership. . .Your Personality
Profile.” 826-3731.

SATURDAY

G.L.B.S.A. MOVIE NIGHT:
Movie “Torch Song Trilogy”

onl

‘Intermediate Photoshop,”

18

games and activities. All

C

Ge eae

FH 202. 826-4953.

Events Field. Free food,

at 7 p.m. at Grace Good
Shepherd Church, 1300
Hiller Ave., McKinleyville.

South Lounge.

ee

INK PEOPLE GALLERY:

maintain open space and
natural resources protection

A.S. MEETING: At 6 p.m. in

WORKSHOP:

“Junk Art Competition” made
from recycled materials.
Opens Oct. 4 and runs
through Oct. 28 at 636 F St.,
Eureka. 442-0278.

McKinleyville Services
District should handle and

S

3882,

Prepare and practice for the
Nov. 15 test at 3 p.m. in
House 71. 826-5188.

HUMBOLDT ARTS COUNCIL:

PUBLIC FORUM: On how the

MONDAY

Redwood Acres. $5 in
advance, $7.50 at gate. 442-

LEARNING CENTER WORKSHOP: “Whip the GWPE.”

oF

Depot. Free. 826-4411.

20

producers at 6 p.m., 10 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Saturday and 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday at

;

os

FOOD FEST:

restaurants and food

Health Center. 826-3236.

FEATURED READER’S
SERIES: Readings by Jeff
DeMark and Mark Shikuma

LIVE MUSIC: CenterArts
presents Locals Only Night
“Jazz with David Valdez and
Friends” at 9 p.m. in the

SUNDAY

Experience the abundance
of food prepared by local

at 10 a.m. and a support

FRI

826-3356.

NORTHWEST

survivors of childhood abuse
ATION

19

5000 Valley West Bivd. Suite
G16, Arcata. $15 non-

counseling group for adult

ROGRAM

Free.

cate issued at 6:30 p.m. at
members.

house. 826-3551.

at the Jambalaya at 8:30

FILM FESTIVAL: The 31st
Humboldt International Film
Festival will show Reservoir
Dogs at 8 p.m. in FH 118.

NORTHERN CALIF. SAFETY
CONSORTIUM: CPR

COUNSELING & PSYCH.
SERVICES: Offers a weekly

CCAT:” How to Build a Fire”
workshop at 5 p.m. at CCAT

p.m. $2 cover. 839-5869.

445-6250.

3551.

Lost Coast

Brewery presents Spud Gun.

Offenders” at 1 p.m. $5.

CCAT: “Pie baking” workshop at 6 p.m. at CCAT house. 826-

Kartik Seshadri at

8 p.m. in KBR. $15 general,
$10 students. 826-3928.

Saturday 8:30 a.m. 441-

’
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Primal Drone Society

Doug Douglas and the Jugless
Band

Exhibition of artwork by
Nancy Kennedy and Kathy
O'Leary at the Carnegie
Building in Eureka through

Oct. 25. 442-0278.

PROGRESSIVE ALLIANCE:
Meets Wednesdays from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. in Green &
Gold Room in FH. 825-0503.
SEAC: Meets Thursdays at 7
p.m. in SH 109. 822-2292.
SWE: All day long Round Table
Pizza Fundraiser on Oct. 16
in McKinleyville. 822-1490.
Send event listings to Denise
c/o The Lumberjack. Deadline
for submissions ts the Friday
before desired publication at
4 p.m. Publication cannot be
'
guaranteed.
ne
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The Lumberjack

IS GIVING YOU ...

Thursday

|

October 16th @ 11am - 2pm
On the University Quad

nokha

Ly

* COFFEEHOUSE
e
e
e
e

CAPPUCINO
PASTRIES
FIREPLACE
JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY
INCLUDING HOLIDAYS
Sun — Thurs: oon to 11 pm
Fri & Sat: noon to | am
‘om

TUBS

e GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE«

CORNER 5th & J, ARCATA * CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

